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m

HOLLAND,

NO. 45.

SATURDAY, DECEMBER

MICH.,

Dren Xaktn.

$aUatttl ®it{j

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

em,

OFFICE : VAN

OTTO

LAN

J.

DEGEND’S BLOCK.

OOKSBURG,

work.

lb

Terms of Subsoription:
tl.50 per year if ]xiid in advance; $7.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
jxiid at six months.
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In this fast fading year;
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Yc w ho by word or deed
Have made a kind heart bleed,

35
1

Come

06

*•
“

“

friends, about to enter on the active duties

gather hero.

Let sinned against and sinning
Forget their

And

40
3 25

a

jolt, in

a measure prepared for
hud been expecting for some time. We heartily sympathize with their mother, who is thus made
friends were in

trife’s beginning,

their departure, as they

friendship now;

Be link* no longer broken,

Be sweet forgiveness spoken,
Under the holly bough.

desolate by the departure of her sons, for

day. Our

many

VJIBBELINK,

if

J. Hm Livery and Sale Stable;
Ntuiti street, near Market.

Chicago it West Michigan E. E.

Taken Effect, Sun-lay, Nov.
Trains.

II
If

Grand Rapids.
II

them success

II

I
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“
“
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“
“
“
“
“ ““
&

8.14 a. tn.

f 5.20 “

1.50 p. m.

*11.15 “

10.

10 p.

Rapids. 1.30

Big

3.25 p. tn.
9.40 p. in.

111.

*7

2.r>

5.25 a. m.
3.35 p. in.
*11.30 a. in.

p. in.
p. in.

\ 10.00 p. in.

New

some other Spring sick-

or

their claim

"

not

Deso two wimin, jedge, is my wife,
my wives. Oh, yer needn’t laugh,”

A

V

street.

_

-

--

Buffalo

1

12-tf

L

Van Landegend’sBlock.

An immense

rule,

Grand Haven Eail Road.

North.
2. STATIONS.

m.

10
2)
55
00
55
25

50

B. C.

a.

12
11
11
11
10
10
9

m.

Osisg South.
No. 3. No. 1,
a. m. p. m.

20 Muskegon, a6 00
47 Ferrysburg, 6 55
42 Grand Haven, 7 00
12 Pigeon, 8 40
45 Holland, 9 25
25 Fillmore, 10 15
35 Allegan, 12 00

3
3
3
4
4
4
5

OCUOUTEN, R.

A., Pnystclan and Surgeon;
officeat the First Ward Drug Store, Eighth
street.

O

05
35
40
06
35

At

you can find a very fine and complete

OCHOUTEN,

F. J., Physicianand Accouchcr. selectionof Gents’ I urnishing
Office at Dr. Schouteti’s drug store. Eighth
4u ly.
of the ‘nobbiest.’ Go and

.*5

Elegant

Mich.

Splendid line of

1

Office

hours from 10 to 12 A.

u.

28-ly.

Freight Agent.

\7ATES, O. E.,

Tickets to all the principal cities In the West.
South, and East at popular prices.

IflUGINS, B.

&

X

at

Physician and Surgeon. Office
his residence, Uverysel, Mich.

_

P. the leading Photographer,
Gallery opposite this office.
Baddltri.

Handsome

V

Eighth street.

Tobacci and Cigars.

Attoraiyi.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and 'PE ROLLER, O. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.
Notary Public: River street.

X

BRIDE, P. H., Attorney and Counselor at
Law, and Proctor In Admiralty. No. 11

River street.

re-

the above article misses the point

aimed

the lack of the signature,

at entirely by

and the names of the three young men*

-

alluded to above.— Ed.]
-------

"Bright-kyks,” the young Ponca Indian
maiden whose sketch of Indian life is to
appear in

the

January St. Nicholas, writes

ns follows lo the editor of that magazine:

make

white people

believe Hint wo Indians arc

human beings

of like passions and affectionswith them-

good
them,— harder, for we are

selves;that it is as bard for us to be

as it is

for

when we

ignorant,— and we feel as badly

do. That

fail as they

is the reason I

have

have. * * * It
would be so much better for my people if
the white people had a more thorough
knowledge of them, because we have felt
written

my

story as I

deeply the results of their ignorance of ua.”

Foreigners have a notion that every
product of America
little better than the

is

a little larger and a

same product in any

other part of the world, hence the awful
tide of emigration which sets this way.

There was, however, just the

slightest

spice of exaggeration in the statement of
the Irishman

who

dodged

a

huge bat

all

night and said the next morning that

American mosquitoeswere

the largest on

the planel.

dolmans, $10.00.

finer

dolmans.

much

Brusse’s ClothingStore, In Zeeland, none but wboie

went
ter

just received

an immense

fur a half sole

ez

satisfaction she feels at having her

pain

rouo’

Escaped from the

fell in

ter de clerk's office an’ tried

Jno. Bacon, Laporte, Ind.,
"Hurrah

tuk a whole par,

variety went ter see ’Riah, an’ used jes’ half de

made license in half marryin’ her. Now jedge,
up according lo the latest styles, and at yer ignorance oh 'rlthmetic don’t ’scuse
lowest
31-tf.
yer. Two halves makes a whole one.
-at*Two half marriages makes one whole
Ik you never got a bargain, now Is your
marriage. Put half oh each ’oman to-

of fall and winter goods, which are

rates.
- --

time, at the Union Flag Clothing House,

for

it*

My

all

you

Dyspepsia

all vanished; why don’t you advertise
What allowance will you make if I

take a dozen bottles, so that

my

writes:

Spring Blossom;” It’s

'recommendedit to be.

get a half liscense,but he didn’t bab has

ones. I

Tolls.

fur a

lub wid ’Riah, de black ’oman ober dar, I

At

is

the

cum

whole one. Jes’ ’bout dis time I

2w

Grand Rapids, Mich.

recommended to try

uo

Eclectric Oil; she says she cannot express

dat a shoemaker, ehen, shouldn’

45—

Cor. Canal and Bronson Streets,

benefit, until

of, but received

up ter town an' entirely removed and her Rheumatism
tried ter git a half vorce, hut da charged cured. Sold by D. R. Meengs, Holland,
full price. Dat wuz too much, case yer Mich.
charge ez

W. Wurzburg,

away and

want Lindy, an’ dat I wouldn’ marry her the
de udder half. I

know

sacques, $5.00.

F.

winder, an’ I lef’. Arter I got

studied ’bout bit, I 'eluded dat I didn’

remedy she could hear

friends

I

could oblige

occasionally?”Price:

50 cents,

trial bottles 10 cents.

Bitting

up Nights.

Mrs. E. H. Perkins, Creek

Centre,

gedder an’ I jes’ has one wife. Ain’t dat Warren Co., N. Y., writes: she has been
Jeweler, and
34 Canal street, Grand Rapids, Mich.
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
de flosofy an' de fack? Jedge, do I heab troubled with Asthma for four years had
and Eighth Street.
The well assorted stock of Mens’, Youth’s
yer tellin' me ter go on home* an’ jine de to sit up night after night with it, she has
and Boy’s clothing will be closed out
church?”
taken two bottlesof Dr. Thomas’ Eclecwithout reserve,regardlessof cost. 41-6w
" No,” said the judge, “ you hear me tric Oil, and is perfectlycured. She

|>REYMAN,OlTO Watchmaker,

.

D

"PARKS,

X

Watehei and Jmiry.

31-tf

All wool sacques, $8.00.

ITAUPELL, H., Manufacturer of and dealer in there
Harness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips;

TJUWARD, M.

(all wool)

Phnsgriphir.

XX

goods. Some

see.

1 ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
Ai. office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegan county,

J. UTIS, Agent.
Holland. Mich.
Close connectionsmade at Allegan with G. H.
I. R. R. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainwell, Kiilamatoo Ft. Wayne. Cleveland, and points east.

C

would

lady, that

house at de pinted time, gin dat liscense

ried some feller flung a brick through de

Brussc’s Clothing Store, in Zeeland,

O
street.

40
FRED. H. MAY. Manager.

Leavenwokth,Oen'l
CHAS.

we

young

from, a large assortment of

Haven.

Effect, Monday, Oct. 18, 1880.

Oolsg
No. 4. No.

stock of dry goods to pick

and published it. But

spectfully suggest to the

Yean of Suffering.
summer dress ter de preacher,an’ stepped out an de
Mrs. Barnhart, cor. Pratt and Broad|J EST, R. B., Physician and Surgeon,has made
hosiery, and notions, can always floo’. Jes den some fellers on de outside
D the disease of the Eye, Ear and Throat a goods,
way,
has been a suffererfor twelve years
gunter cut high Carliue. Den dey cut
specialstudy. Office hours uigtht and day, on the he found at II. C. Akely & Co., at Grand
through
Rheumatism, and has tried every
cor. of Eighth and River sis., Holland, Mich, tt-ly
17— tf. Aunt Finny, an’ jes ez we wuz half marPhyiieuDi.

Taken

-

-

V

time.

Friend.

us anonymous, we have deviated from our

Meat Mar- ness that will unfit you for a season’s
kel, uearcoruerEitdithand Fish Street. All work. You will save lime, much sickness be added, looking around the room.
kinds ol sausages cousiautly on hand.
“ Your ignorance of grammar, Nat,
and great expense if you will use one
UM’E.J., Dealer in all kinds of meats and
does not excuse your crime. It would be
bottle of Hop Bittersin your family this
vegetables ; Meal Market on 8th street.
month. Don’t wait. See other column. impossible to have a wile composed of
yfANDEUUAAU, U., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
two women.”
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
. One of the finest and largest stocks of
" I doesn’t kcre nuthio’ bout grammar,
and twine; 8th
ladies and geuts’ boots, and gaiters, can jedge. I ’peals ter facks, piuts, and
Manufactonei, MiUi, Sbopi,
L Sit.
always he found at the large store of H.
ofy. Ef yer’ll gin mo de floo’ fur a minit
i lEALD, R.K., Manufacturerof and Dealerln C. Akely & Co., at Grand Haven. 17— tf.
IX Agricultural Implements; commissiouageul
I’ll prube de truth oh my remarks ter he a
-«•»•
lor Mowiuk Machines- cor. tutb& River street.
Any kind of Men’s and Boy’s Clothing fack. Does I heab yer voice?”

K

they have

[Although the above epistle was sent to

upon you!”

I)AUELS, VAN PUTTEN & CO., Proprietors cut and made to order according to the
“ Go ahead,” remarked the judge.
Chicago. | 1.30 a. m. *G 00 a. m.
of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
latest
styles.
We
have
some
very
fine
" borne time ago I bought a par oh marMills.)
near
foot
of
Bill
street.
f 5.15 a. m.
* 11.00
8.15 a. m.
goods.
Call
and
sec
us
at
riage
liscense for de osiensifum a good
\|7ILMS, P. 11. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
3.20 p. tn. * 9 30 a. in.
V V
Iron and Wood combination Pumps. CorBUUSSE’S CLOTHING HOUSE,
word, jedge? Do she go fur wfiut she is
loth and Rivet streets.
10 00 “
1.55 “
Main St., Zeeland, Mich. wuf in de court aft’ ’mung de lawyers?”
J 10.05 p. m.
# 7.40 p. m.
Nourr Puclici.
"Goon,” said the judge; "don’t slop
• Mixed trains,
Go to D. R. Meengs for Mrs. Freeman’s
t Dally except Sunday and Monday,
POST, HENRY D., Real Estate and Insurance
to make words.”
j Dally except Saturday.
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col- New National Dyes. For brightnessand
“ Wul, I got dat par oh liscense fur de
I Mondays only.
ectkons made in Hollandand vicinity.
durability of color are uncqualed. Color,
All other trainsdaily except Sundays.
purpose
oh marryin’ Liudy dar, de yallerAll trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
If AN SCHELVEN, G., Justiceof the Peace, from 2 to 5 pounds. Price, 15 ceuts.
lime which Is 21) minutes later than Columbus
est oh de two women. I went ter Lindy’s
Notary Public,Conveyancer, etc. Office,

Ifl

in the enterprise

undertaken.

are your wives. How can you explain "It seems so hard to

D

Holland.
| 1.40 a. ui.

m.

of Ague, Billlous or

to prevent an attack

nUTKAU A VAN ZuEREN, New

14, 1880.
Leave

Arrive at
Holland,
* 8.45 a.

system needs cleansing and strengthening
Spring Fever,

Meat Market'.

Muskegon, Pentwaler

Vf

friends escorted them to the depot,

to hid them a last farewell. We wish

Additional ^ocal.

Xl

he with them on

reached their destination.A few of their

" “

Hotel.

those

and also when they have

their journey,

Mich.

9
8
7
7
5
5
3

best wishes

1

gllil

by

who were accustomed to seeing them every

........ 66

O

hut more

old,

especially will they he missed

Michigan.

p.

place. They will be

missed by both young and

Michigan..

X1

new

and

a strange

1

2

The farewell was made doubly

of this life.

"

Midi.

(

week,

this

sad by the dreariness of the day, hut tholr

06

&

lonesome day of

a dreary

we bid farewell to a few of our young

G,, General Dealers, In Dry
$ 3 50
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps, Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
*• green ..................2 58
Ye who have loved each other,
Flour. Provisions, etc. ; River st.
beach, cry ......................2 5"
Sister and friend and brother,
green ....................2 (X)
Eoteli.
In this fust fading year;
Railroad ties — ............................
12
JOB PBINTINQ rUOMPTLT AND NEATLY DONE.
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Shingles, A $) ni ............................... Mother and sire and child,
Vy prielors.The largest and best appointed
Young man and maiden mild,
Grain. Feed, Etc.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
hotel in the city. Ample accommodations for
Come gather here;
permanent boarders and transientguests. EveryOne square of ten lines, nonpareil.) 75 cents thing firstclass. Cor. of Eighth and Market sirs., Wheat, white V bushel ........ new 92 (ft IM
Corn, shelled bushel
40
And let your hearts grow fonder,
for Urst insertion, and 25 cents for each subse- Holland,
6-ly
Oats. ^ bushel ...................... (ft 8'
quent insertion for any period under three
As memory shall ponder
Buckwheat,
$
bushel. ........... 65 (ft 65
ontha.
PH(EN1X HOTEL. Jas. Ryder, proprietor. Bran. A 100 lbs ....................(ft 60
Each past unbroken vow.
| 3 m. | 6 x. I 1 Y.
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. R. K. de- Feed. V t"» ......................
(ft 18 00
Old loves and younger wooing
pot,
has
good
facilities
lor
the
traveling
public,
and
3 50
5 00 1 8 00
1 Square
“ V 100 lb .........
66 90
Arc sweet in the renewing
8 0() | 10 00 Its table is unsurpassed.On Ninth sir , Holland, Barley, $M00 lb .......... .......1 20 (ft 1 30
"
5 00
8-ly
Under the holly bough.
8
(10
10
00
17
HO
3
Middling. ^ 100 lb .............. 60 1 00
1(1 Ol
17 00 I 25 01
54 Column
Flour, $ brl .........
(ft 5 21 —Home Almanac.
I)ELGKI.M,M., Proprietor of Ottawa House. Pearl Barley, $100 lb ...............do 3 (H
17 00 25 00 1 40 00
“
Good accommodations for steady hoarders, Rye $ bush .....................(ft 65
25 flo 40 00 | 65 00
“
and every facilityfur transient guests The EnCorn Meal $ 100 lbs ..............(ft 90
Half Married.
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three glish, Geimau and Holland Imiguages are spoken. Flue Corn Meal $ HO lbs ......... (ft 1 20
changes.
Corner of First and Fulton street, Grand Haven,
Old Nnl, better known on the plantation
tt-ly
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
Meats, Etc.
lines, $2.00 per annum,
^-COTf’S HOTEL. Win. J. Scott, proprietor. Beef, dressed per lb ...................(ft 6 as Black Nat, was arraignedbefore courl,
Notices of Births. Marriages, and Deaths pubThis hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and Pork,
................... 4)* <ft 5 several days ago, on a charge of bigamy.
lished vvhitoutcharge for subscribcis.
Fish sirs., convenient lo both depots. Terms, Lard ............................... 60 6
An X before the Subscriber’sname will denote $1.00 per day. Cood accommodations can always Turkeys,per lb ......................
"Nat,” said the judge, "you arc
66 11
the expiration of iho Subscription.Two XX sig- be relied on. Holland,
8-ly
Chickens, dressed per !b ...............
60 8 charged with having two wives. Are you
nify that no paper will be continuedafter date.
Livsrv and Sale Stable'.
{ay All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
guilty!”
mtTTQ DA Dl?D may be found on tile at Geo. I) GONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
" Jedge, de fnck dat Use got two wives
in. 10 r/iCJCjap. Howell & Co's News1J
and uam on Market street. EverythingUrstpaper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
ain't de truth.”
Ctass
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW
Workingmen.
" Have you not been married twice?”
TURK.
I F AVERKATE A SCOTT, Livery, and Boarding
IX stable.Fine rigs and goou horses can al- Before you begiu your benvy spring
" No salt. Never married but onct.”
ways be relied on. Uu Fish street, near Scott’s
“These two women here Bay that they
33-tf
work after a winter of relaxation,your

V

461.

Fur the HollandCity Newt.

Or injured friend or brother,

Wood, Staves, Etc,

TTAN PUTTEN

NO.

A Farewell

...

Editor and PuNintur.

WHOLE

Ye who have scornedeach other,

1

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE,

SOLUM :\:i

C. A., Dress Maker and Hair Dresser,
would respectfully announce to thecitlEens
that she has opened Dressmaking and Hair Dressing rooms, in the building, one door west of Grlf
Produce, Etc.
iln's Drug Store, Washington street. Grand Haven.
Apples,
f
bushel
............... $
Also teaches in Wax. Worsted,Lacc, and other
fancy
31-ly Beans, $ bushel ............
Butter, V
............
Clover seed, V ^ .................
furniture.
Eggs, $ dozen ............. ......
Vf EYER, H. A CO.. Dealers In all kinds of Fur- Honey, $ lb ......................
atI niture,Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Bay, km ......................
Onions, V bushels....
...... ..
Picture Frames, etc. : River street.
Potatoes, y bushel ................
Timothy heed, V bushel ..........
Qeneral Dealers.

1880.

CHRISTMAS.

©Mr parhet*.

OERRY,

18,

. H. Attorney and Councelor at Law,
corner of River and Eighth streets.

fTM£N EYCK,

J., Attorneyat Law and Collecilng
Agent. Olllcoin Kenyon A Van Pulten's bank
Eighth street.

X

Barbin.

T\E GROUT,

Our store is open until 8 p. m. every tell you to go to jail until the day of final stronglyrecommends it, and wishes to
0. Of 0. F.
act as agent among her neighbors. Sold
evening, and is as bright as day, having trial.”
Holland City Lodge, No. 192,IndependentOrder
by D. R. Meengs, Holland,Mich.
"Dials
decusis
country
I
eberseed,”
four electric lights.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, HollandMich., on Tuesday Evening
remarked Nal M he was led awfjrby a
Mink sets, $6.00.

L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,
ahampoontng, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
•onable rates. Barber shop next door to the City of each week

Betel.

±J

14-ly

Fine mink

F.

Will H. Rookrb, R. 8.
and

Dntlit.

Si BE, D. M., Dental Burgeon; residenceand
VJT • office No. 42 Ninth street,next door to the
First Reformed Church.

W. Wurzburg,

Corner Canal and Bronson Streets,

F. & A. X.

X>

dealers in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
tore cor. Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

deputy sheriff.

seta, $10.00.

John Hummel, N. G.

Coanlisloa Xirehait.

TbBACH BRO’8, CommissionMerchants,

Visiting brothers are cordially invited.

A

Rkoular Communicationof Unity Lodue,
No. 191. P. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hail,
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening, Jan.
12, at 7 o'clock, sharp.

OrroBRaTMAM. W.M.
W. H. Josun, Sec'v.

A large

stock of

Ready Made Clothing

45-2w

“

Da teachea 'rithmetic in

de schools an’ den puts a

man

in jail fur

plyln’ de knowledge.”

Goods

for

Denmark, would not
Dane”
if be had known Dyspepsia was all that
ailed him, and that all that be needed was
• supply of Spring Blossom, a sure cure
Hamlet, Prince

of

have been dubbed, the "Melancholy

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Nnr

Ths Melancholy Dans.

the Holiday Trade.

Don’t forget to visit the Boston Boot
We have made very extensive preparaand Shoe Store, 66 Canal street, Grand
tions for the approaching holidays, and for Dyspepsia, Biliousness,Indigestion
Rapids, Mich. You will be convinced it
are now prepared to offer an elegant line sod other diseases of that description.
has the best assortment at the lowest

prices.

of goods suitable for Holiday Presents

41-6w.

at

Price 50 cents, trial bottles 10 cents.

very low prices. Aside from our large
Orpha M. Hodge, of Battle Creek,
assortment of Spectaclesfor itock of general Dry Goods, we have
Mich.,
writes May 16, 1878: "I upset a
\J
House io the Village of Zeeland, and will old and young, of differentqualities,in- added a very attractive25c counter, conbe sold at greatly reduced rates for the cluding for weak eyes and near sighted; sistingof Japanese Glove Boxes, Hanker- tea-kettle of boiling hot water on my band,
inflicting a very severe scald. I applied
EENG8, D. R., Drug Store. Fine Drugs, Med- next 60
31 -tf
also thermometors and Weather Indicators, chief Boxes, Vaces, Fancy Shell Boxes,
ifX iclnes, FancyGoous.ToiletArticles and PerDr. Thomas’ Eclectric Oil, and take great
fomeries. River street.
and a numerous lot of very useful articles,
cheap
J. O. DOE8BURQ.
pleasure In announcingto you that the
The only place where everybodycan
which are usually sold In other stores for
ITAN PUTTEN, Wii., Dealer In Drugs, Medlm|
effect Was to allay pain and prevent blistercines, Paints. Oils, etc.; Proprietor of J)r. get fitted and suited, no matter bow bard
50c.
W. Van Din Bsia'aFamily Medicines;Eighth St.
ing. I was cured in three days. We
For Crockery and Glassware go to M.
F. W. Wurzburg,
to fit or to suit, is at the Union Flag
prize it very highly as a family medicine.”
Cor.
Canal
and
Bronson
Streets.
VKTALSH HBBBR, Druggist A Pharmacist; a Clothing House, 34 Canal street, Grand Huizenga & Co., they beat them all in the
Vf full stock of goods appertaining to the busSold by D. R. Meengs, Holland,Mich.
45—
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Rapids,
41-6w.
city.
iocss.
Drug* aai Medlclaei.

rvOESBURG. *L

O., Dealerln Drugs and Medicines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Physician'sprescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.

can always be found at Brusse’s Clothing

days.

A full

at

84-8m

V

Mich:

2

w

two men— who murdered Mrs. Kennedy
1

in

Baron

Clar-

endon county, S. C., were captured and hung

tices

an appropriation of $1,000,000to bo uied In preventing the (Hbm initiation or introduction
of iufectiouaor contagious diseasesamong

Fitzgerald, one of the Jus-

of the Irish Court of Exchequer, is the

wife. At length, after a good joke had
exploded among the party. John nut
his head away out. “ Get in there, will
von ?” whispered his wife oh she nudged
him. “No !” shriekedJohn; “as long
as I have the spirit of a man left in me,

on the nearesttree to the place of the murder latest recipient of threatening letters. They
domestic animals in the United Statoa.
that would hold them.
convey the cheering information that it is Mr. Morrilloffered a resolutionvirtually declaring
Near Huntsville, Ala., ft party of i charges in the Limerick Cases are not fair he that the existing telegraph lines interfered greatly
Deputy Marshals and a deputy revenue collector shall lie murdered ____ An explosion in with the business of the Postotlice Department, and
CITY. MICHIGAN.
1 the
Penygrieg colliery,
Wales, inquiring whether the telegraphic service should
came upon fonr illicitdistillersfor whom they
not be placed exclusively in the hands of I will take a peep !’*
I shook the ground for miles around.
had warrants. Deputy Marshal John B. Hardi'e
Over eighty miners perished. Four men were the Government. The bill for the relief of Fitz John
METEOROLOGY.
was killed by Jefferson Culbreath, a moon- rescued, but thirty-fourcoroses were discovered Porter was passed, being amended to provide that
within eighteen months the President may appoint
shiner, and Deputy CollectorHorace J. Bone
by an exploringparty ..... The Governor of Alhim to a Colonelcy on the retired list, withoutpay
was wounded in the side. A force for the captThe Future of Weather Foretelling.
banii is taking steps to disarm the people, and lor the time intervening since his dismissal. In the
ure of the murderer was immediately organ[Atlantic Monthly. 1
has compelled certain leaders to pledge obedi- House, Mr. Morgan introduced a bill for the incorized. Commissioner Baum orders the seizure ence to the Sultan.
THE EAST.
poratiou of the Maritime Canal Company of NicaIn
no
other
part of her wide realm iiaa
of every illicitdistilleryin the district and the
ragua. Among the incorporators appear the names
Seven persons were killed and five arrest of every moonshiner.
Later estimates of the loss of life by of Gen. U. K. Grant, E. D. Morgan, H. J. Jewett, Science done so little for the good of man
seriously injured at Wendell, Mass., by the ex“ Will some one help me get on my the coal-mine explosion in Wales make the num- Solon Humphreys. William Dennison,Howard Pot- or her own fame as in the department of
ter and others. The bill proposes that the capital
plosion of the boiler of a portable saw-mill.
meteorology. In the solid earth her prohorse T archly asked Miss EstelleSnyder, the ber of persons perished at 100. T wenty-twobodies stock shall consist of not less than 500,000nor more
A fire in ft manufacturing block at
have
been
recovered
so
far ____ The municipalithan 1,000,000shares of $100 each. Mr. Bicknell phecies have long had a high value, iu
belle of Mitchell county, N. C., while standing
restho far-off heavens her empire is affirmed,
ty of the city of Rome, in spite of the opposi- announcedthat he would let the electoral-count
Springfield, Mass., in which the chief engineer
in front of a country store. Charles Poeten
olutiongo over the holiday adjournment. A. W. C.
and several firemen were injured, did damage started eagerly forward to help her, but Will- tion of the clericalmember \ has granted a site Nowlainwas appointed Postmasterof the House. An but in the unstable air between these two
in the public cemetery to the Cremation Comto the amount of $125,000.
hour was spent in committee of the whole in hearing well-possessedprovinces there is a reiam Springs, who was standing near, reached
pany. .'. .Tlio British Government has placed
varkus propositionsfor refunding the bonds maturher
first
and
helped
her
on
the
horse,
receiving
A third member of the coffee synditwo more regiments at the disposalof the ing next year. Messrs. Kelley, Buckner,Gillette, gion that is not yet subjugated.Around
a sweet smile and thanks from the fair Irish Executive. Cupt. Stackpole,a wealthy
and
McMillan offered amendments. The Consular the border of the domain of meteorology
cate has reached financial breakers. Bowie,
equestrienne.
the young woman farmer, made a vain attempt to sell some and Diplomatic
Appropriation bill waa reported, some gains to the cause of law and order
Dash & Co., a New York importinghouse, with started to go. Springs went up to
horses in Limerick, as a Land-League bellman calling for $l.l!Mi,43o; as was the MilitaryAcademy have indeed been made; we contiol tlie
liabilitiesof $1,400,000, has suspendedpay- Poston and in fcmphaticlanguage com- paraded the streets forbidding people to pur- Appropriation bill,which appropriates$322,135.Mr.
lightning, we are able to track a clearly
ment, but no assignmentwill be made. . .The plained of his interference. The remark chase. A landlord, named De Conrey Harris, was Young introduced a bill to encourage American seamen, and to provide a home for permanent- defined storm for days on its path, and
anthracite coal producershave agreed to shut enraged Posten,who drew a revolver and de- | Boycotted out of the hunting field st Charlely disabledseamen. Among the appointments
down three days in each week during the re- liberatelyfired all live balls through the bodv vilfe. The Claremorrispolice patrol fired on a sent to the Senate were the followibg: James Mon- can help the sailor to knowledge that ofof Springs, killinghim in the presence of the
mainder of the winter.
party of suspected men and captured one of roe, of Michigan, to be Marshal for, the Western dis- ten enables him to escape its clutches
young woman. Posten then flung down his reof Michigan ; Ezekiel B. Tumor, of Tennessee,
when it assails him on the deep sea; but
Jay Gould's magnificent conserva- volver and tied ____ James D&vis, Deputy Rev- them ____ Baudry d’Asson, the French irrecon- trict
hi be United States Judve for the Western district of
cilable, has brought both civil and criminal
TenuoiwM'e; Alexander Hughes, of Dakota, to be Re- os for foretelling the weather in any
tory at Irvington,on the Hudson river has enue Collector, was killed, and G. W. Canq>, actions against Garabetta and the questorsof
ceiverof Public Moneys at Yankton, D. T.
proper sense, we have not yet attained to
been burned. Loss, 100,000..... Agents of the bell. United States Commissioner,beaten the Chamber of Deputies for his recent exnearly to death in
fight with il- pulsion ____ .Madame Thiers, widow of the late
it. Is it attainable? Can we hope to
secret service have arrested, in New York and
licit distillers, near Cookeville, Tenu ____ ; Presidentof the French republic, is dead.
A Remarkable Machine.
compass the condition of our days so
Brooklyn,nine men who have been manufacturPensacola has suffered the loss of seventy-live
ing and circulatingcounterfeit silver coin ..... At
A machine has been invented by Dr, that we may sow, reap, travel, feast or
A Cabinet council, summoned to conbuildingsby tire, including the Custom House
Lawrence, Mass.. Miss Pink ham was shot and
and its records. The only steam fire-engine in sider measures for the restoration of peace and
Turin, which measures moke war in weather of our own choice?
instantly killed by her paramour, Mr. Wardthe city was so disabled that two hours were order in Ireland, was in session at London, last thought. It is called the plethysmo- This is, after nil, perhaps the most inman, a married man with a family. Wardman
required to repair it, while the flames were ragsubsequentlyshot himself, and is not likely to
week. It was agreed that if the crisis shall not
b *hd tts revelations are based on teresting of tlie question that the future
ing. The estimatedloss is $500,000.
recover. Jealousy.
have passed before the Gtli of January, Parlia- j . 0 tact that thought creates nervous ao- history of science must determine.But
Three negroes, who for some time ment will be asked to grant extraordinarypow- ' tion, which consumes in its performance though the perfect answer is not to be
The Iftrge manufacturingestablishhave been charges on the county of Bedford, ers, including the suspension of the habeas a certain quantity of blood, and that given at present, there are some tilings
ment of F. F. Adams A Co., at Erie, Pa., has
Va.. were last week sold at auctionfor $4, un- corpus Arrangements are being made to rein- ! quantity may be measured. In an ad- in the existing conditions of our science
been burned. Two firemen were killed and der an old vagrant law. The purchaser will lorce the troop. mlrcUud by 5,000 me,
I dross before the American Association of
that makes us hopeful that we are but at
several injured by a falling wall — Edison is have their labor for three months.
Baron Dowse, holding court nt Gal- 1 pnriB| Professo, Gi p Barker deacribes the beginning of the work of weather
still working hard and hopefully on the electric
A boiler explosionmade a total wreck way, has received a letterthreateninghim with the machine and its working as follows: forecasting.
light. He claims to have proved that its subdiThere* have been two distinct scientific
\Tsion is not an impossibi'ity,and asserts that of Faboi’s soap factory at Louisville.The car- death should any Land Leaguer be convicted. The forearm, for example, being the
his invention will soon l>e perfected. The cost penter and engineerwere blown fifty feet, and !
. .The Irish Land League has adopted a , organ to
be experimented on, is placed efforts at weather foretelling, as distinof lighting the city of New York by his method are fatallyinjured, and a girl named Lottie manifesto which condemns outrages and in a cylinder of water and tightly in- guished from tlie current survival of the
will, he says, be something like $2,006,000. ott cannot survive. The loss is *50,000.
thrcaU-miiit letter, a. harmful to the emm of ; ciosc(, A rul,b , , counec^ yj
modes of thought of ancient ages that are
land refonn. It insists, however. Uiat there .
... ^ 10
By an accident to a Central Vermont
introduced in our ordinaryweather proGENERAL.
shall be no compromise with landlordism....! ^nor of the cylinder with the recording
train, near Wallingford, Vt, Conductor CampIn its efforts to bring its disbursementswithin apparatus.With the electriccircuit by phecies; that undertaken by Admiral
Delegate Cannon, of Utah, has been
bell was fatallyinjured, and seventeenpassenFitzroy, in England, and that begun in
its receipts,Japan has ordered the sale of va-! which the stimulus was applied to prointerviewed in regard to the President'sbroad- nous factories establishedto stimulate the in- duce contraction were two keys one of this country by tlie United States Signal
gers in a sleeping-car more or less hurt
A
woman and two children were burned to death side. He said the Mormons had faith in the : du.mu.'Of the people, and propMea to recall l which w„, a dummy,
Corps, under the control of the late Gen1 .u
,
at Oleou, N. Y ____ Two men were k lied by the Lord. He declared that the Message per- the Ministers to Italv, Holland and Australia.
eral Myer. Both of these have made
It
was
noticed
that,
after
using
the
verted plain fact* in the declarationthat zeal- ____ The Progressistsand Democrats of Gerexplosionof a boiler at Latrobe,Pa.
active key several times, producing vary- their basis of the simple principle that
ous effortshad been made by the United States many have obtained a tremendous victory111
THE WEST.
ing current strengths, the curve sank as weather always has a history;that it
authorities to enforce the law against poly- ttie late elections. This is partly owing, t > the
0
gamy.
He
claimed
for Mormon juries the new Corn laws.
before on pressing down the inactive means conditions that pass from one reTwo thousand Oklahoma colon' sts, encredit of several convictions for polykey. Since no real effect was produced, gion to another by certain laws of movecamped at Arkansas City, Kan., formulatedan gamy, but assertedthat the Mormons
the result was caused solely by the im- ment and at a certain rate. This general
CONGRESSIONAL
SUMMARY.
address to President Hayes, announcing their would not abandon plural marriages
agination, blood passing from the body fact was long ago recognized by meteorintention to settleupon the ceded lands of
Thompson has definitely accepted
Mr. Ingalls introduceda bill in the Senate on to the brain in the act.
ologists,but it was not until the telegraph
dian Territorv. and demanding that Gen. Pope I the Chairmanship of the American committee
To test further tlie effect of mental ac- enabled knowledge to outstrip the storms
be forbidden to interfere ^with their plans, pf the Panama Canal Company. Die subsenp- Wednesday,ths fith Inst, providing for the issue of
Capt. Pavne and several of the colbimts ions to the euteiTnse in the d.fferent coun- $10,000,000of fractionalcurrency of the denomina- tion, Dr. Pagliani, whose arm was in the that it was possible to make any use of it
crossed the line on the night of the 8th
tneH arL' more than donble tb« aruonntrequired. tion of 10, 25, and 50 cents. Mr. Teller presented a apparatus, WES requested to multiply two in foretelling the weather. By the adThe Theater Comique, in St. Louis, Capt- Howgate still hopes to start his bill to provide certain regulationsconcern- hundred and sixty-sevenby eight men- mirable labors of the United Signal Serhas been destroyed bv fire. Loss, $35,000 ____ 'Arctic expedition next spring on a staunch ing the manner of conducting electionsfor tally, aud to make a sign when he had vice this method of annoucingthe weather
Representatives
in Congress, and to punish finished. The recorded curve showed that is journeying toward any locality
Two men were killed and several ofiiers injured Hteamer thoroughly equipped . . Twenty-two
violationsthereof.
bill for the erec,
| persons were lost by shipwreck in Pleasantbav,
very distinctly how much more blood the has been brought to a high point of perby the premature explosion of a blast in the 0fj the coast of Nova Scotia, during a recent tion of a public building at Quincy, 111., was prefection, but it has not to any extent
brain took to perform the operation.
sented by Mr. Davis. Mr. Morgan presented a conForman shaft at VirginiaCity, Nev ____ Mrs. i Kaje
stitutional amendment giving Congressauthorityto
Glassma, a German woman of Marquette, I
Hence the plethsymograph is capable helped us to foretell the creation of
Greenlake countv, Wis., killed her babe bv cutWASHINGTON.
weather. When a weather area forms
1 of measuring the relative am'ount of menting its throat She then cut her ' own
Capt. Howgate has resignedhis posi- declaringthe result of the eiecUon. Mr. Randolph ; tal power required by different persons in the far West, it is now traced as clearly
throaL It is thought she was insane .....
,
as the path of an army, until it passes
gave notice of a substitutefor the biii for the relief , to work out the same mental problem,
A great breeze was created in Kan Franciscoby I ^on lu the army, presumablybecause he was of Fitz John Porter, authorizing his reinstate*
Indeed, Mr. Gaskell suggeststhe use away. Sometimes the state of the barthe refusal of the commander of the Mexican I disappointedin not being made Chief of the ment in the army at a rank no higher than Colonel,
without pay for the period since his dismissal. A
gunboat Democrata to obey a writ of habeas Signal Service.
of the instrument in the examination 1 ometer will tell something about storms
bill for the sale of the Fort Larne d militaryreservacorpus and produce a felon in his charge. The
The annual report of the Commission- tion was passed. Mr. Paddock introduced a bill for room, to find out, in additionto the that have not yet gathered themselves
court sent the Sheriff and posse to the vessel
a State Government for Dakota. In the House. Mr.
amount of knowledge a man possesses, for their eastward march, but beyond
with warrants for the arrest of the original er of Education puts the total school jiopulaMcCook, of New York, introduced a Joint resonivDn how much effort it causes him to pro- this there have as yet been no means of
criminal and the commander,but the Mexican tiou in 1878 at about 14,500,000.The number to place U. 8. Grant on the Retired Hat of the army,
duce any particular result of brain-work. foreseeing. The weather bureau is of no
officer refused to submit Soon afterward, enrolled in public schools was 9,294,316,and the with the rank and pay of General. The day was
however, the prisoner was surrendered at the averagedaily attendance (seven States not re- mainly devoted to debate on the Bicknellresolution
Dr. Mosso relates that, while the ap- more use than a ground-hog, or a goosecity prison by the Mexican Consul
porting) was 5,093,298. In the Southern States concerning the counting of the electoral vote. Mr.
paratus
was set up in his room in Turin, bone for tellingus whether our coming
Robeson offereda substitute providing that tfce two
Colored emigrant from North Caro- the total school population was 5,187.584, and bouses, in joint session, the Vice Presidentpresid- a classical man came in to see him. He spring or summer is to lie warm or cold,
the number of scholars enrolledwas 2,710,495.
rainy or dry. Is this the end of our ading, ascertainand declarethe result of Presidential looked very contemptuously upon it, and
lina, who have settled in Indiana, held a conIt appears, therefore, that the whole number
•lections.
. vauce? Can we hope to do more than
vention at Greeucastleand adopted an address of children growing up in ignorancein the year
In the Reuale, on the 9th hurt., very littl.
cluldrtt iTlnyWHltauv
, take the storms we find afloat, and tract
urging that one-halfthe negroes of the South mentioned was 4.114,077, of whom 2.477,089,or
! them on their courses; or can we hope to
considerably
more
than
one-half,
were
in the late
emigrate to Northern farms ____ The jury in
i
slave States.
About 900,000 were negroes ____
the case of Dr. Earll, of Chicago,charged with «lav®
States At*
Ml you by that whether you can read 1 look behind them to the conditions of
ison has resigned the Navy dent’sMessagewas referred to a special committee
the murder of Etta Carl, by abortion, reached ”ecr^ ^.1<)rJll
Greek as readily as you can Latin.” | their origin so clearly that we can foretell
a verdict of guilty, and fixed the punishment at I’qrtfouo.T1jompson leaves the Cabinet to i with instructionsto report at an early day. On moAs the classicistwould not believe it, their time and place of working?
take charge of the American branch of De Les- tion of Mr. Paddock, the bill providing
five years in the pemtentiary.
seps’ canal project
Gen. Walker is only
his own arm was put into the apparatus,
Misjudged.
At a tire in a building occupied by the waiting for returns from one of the fourteen for the sale of the remainder of the
and lie was given a Latin hook to read.
reservation of the confederatedOtoe aud
districts
of
Texas
before
reporting
the
total
of
Croon Manufacturing Company,In Cincinnati,
It is well known that elephants freMissouri trilies of Indians in Nebraska and A very slight sinking of the reserve was
the census of each State and Territory ____ Jusfive firemen lost their lives by being overcome
quently kill their keepers, or the mahouts
i ant's*,and for other purposes, was p assed.
the result.
tice Strong, of the United States Supreme
Mr. Pendleton Vi trod need a joint resolutionto obnot? The
by smoke. The property was damaged to the
The Latin book was then taken away, who ill-nso them.
Court, has concluded to retire from the bench tain the privilegeof opening a highway through
extent of $40,000 ____ John Dilley and wife, re- and enter the service of the Philadelphiaand
elephant drivers are a drunken set of men,
and
a
Greek
book
was
given
to
him.
I British Columbia to Sitka aud Fort Wrangell,
siding in Henry county, 111, were murdered in
Reading RailroadCompany as its chief legal Alaska. In the House, the Fortification ApThis produced immediatelya much and sometimes, while drunk, will treat
their bed by a burglar, who obtainedonly two
propriation bill was reported and recomadviser.
their charge unmercifully,and the elewatches. Awakened by the groans of their
mitted.
appropriates$100,000 for deeper curve.
The President has appointed Edgar fort flections and $50,000for torpedoes.Mr. Kelley
mother, a young girl and two small boys went
He hud asserted before that it was phant itself is au animal which hears
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Why

It

nearly a mile to arouse the neighbors ____ Stanton, of Illinois, Consul General at St.
Rev. Dr. Goodellwas assaulted in the streets Petersburg,Russia.
of St. Louis by ruffians,and badly beaten and
Gen. O. O. Howard having been apcut before he could summon assistance ____ They
have been having some severe weather in Col- pointedto the command at West Point, it is
orado. Parties crossingthe Sangre-de-Cristo understood that a new military division will be
range have died from cold, and the cattle herds created for Gen. Schofield, with headquartersut
have sufferedimmense loss. Three deaths by New Orleans.
freezing are reported from Rosita, and two
POLITICAL.
travelers arriving at that place lost all four
limbs of their bodies.... A half-breedIndian
Nicholas Ford, Republican-Greennamed George Scott was lynched by masked
men. at Brazil,Iml, for an outrageon the wife backer, received the certificateof election as a
of bis employer.
member of Congress from the Ninth districtof

i
|

introduced a hill repealing the tax on bank checks, quite as ensv for him to read Greek na grudges— the result being that nearly all
frictioniiiau-m**,
incuou
matches,osua
hank capnai
capital ana
and deposits. Mr.
i .i ... .i
elephant keepers arc sooner
later
Aldrich,of Illinois,introduced a bill unending the Larin, and that there was no difficulty
law in relation to the tax on savings banks. Mr. 1 Ml doing either. Dr. Mosso, however killed. It is a simple case of cause and
M. Lane then led off in debate on the electoral-vote
was able to show him Unit he was labor- effect.
resolution,
ou which the rest of the day was spent.

i

,•

..

j

The Senate was not in

session

on

or

.. ....

ing under a delusion.

Friday,

THE MARKETS.

Again, this apparatus is so sensitive as
• NEW YORK.
to be useful for ascertaining how much
! Hell reported the reunion Appropriation bill. It proBkevzs ............................
*7 oo ran so
a person is dreaming.
i vide* $48,000,ft0ft to pay army pensioners,$1,110,000
Hook .......................... 4
4
When
Dr.
Pagliani
went
to
sleep
in
Cotton
............................
U\(4
for the pay of navy pensioner*,$2r>ft,000for examin3 4ft 4 00
i ing Surgeons,and $25,000 for salaries,etc. Mr.
the apparatus,the effect upon the result- Flour— Superfine...........
Wheat— No. 2Si»nnn ..............1 15 (<t, 1 21
[ Shelleyreported a bill for lines of mail steamers to
ing curve wius very marked indeed.
Cohn— Ungraded ................... 50 (4 5'J
; Mexican and Centra! and South Americanjxirts. The
He said afterwardthat lie had been in Oath — Mixed Western .............. 42 <4 41
; Speaker presented a communicationIrom M. GaniBte— Wetttern ......................
(4 1 04
Dispatches of the 15th inst., from Missouri. The vote, as canvassed by the Secre- | bettn. President of the French Chamuer oi Deputies, a sound sleep, and rememberednothing Pork—
Mem ........................ 13 75 (*15 (xr
tary of State, shows 21,770 for Ford and 21,768 1 in relation to the exchange of document*. The
of
what
passed
ill
the
room—
that
he
had
Hunnewell, Kan., state that affairs of the
Lard ..............................
9
for Craig, Democrat, giving the former a ma- House refused to comiderthe concurrent resolution
CHICAGO.
i on the ejectorul vote, ami adjournedto Monday.
been absolutelyunconscious; and yet,
Oklahoma raiders were rapidly approaching a jority of 2 votes.
Bekveo— Choice Graded Steers. ..... 5 10 (3, t> 50
The proposed restorationofFitz-John Porter every little movement in the room, such
crisis. Great dissatisfactionwas caused by a
CowHiind Heifers .........2
3 75
The Irving Hall and Republican coalMedium to Fair ...........4 25 (4 4 75
as tlm slamming of a door, the barking
to the rolls of the army was the occasion of an allreport that large numbers were entering ’the
Hoas ...............................
3 50 (4 5 111
Indian Territory at other points, and the set- ition in the New York Board of Aldermenhave i day debate in the Senate on Monday, Dec. 13. Mr.
of a dog, and even the knocking down
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex.... 5 75 (4 G 25
defeated John Kelly and the Tammany faction.
tlers declared they would wait no longer. The
i Edmunds made a vain attempt to limit the effect
of a bit of glass, were ail marked on the
Good to Choice Spring Ex.. 5 00 (4 5 50
officers, realizingthat something must be .Allen Campbell was confirmed us Comptroller,
Wheat— No. 2 Spring ..............1 01 (4 1 03
i of the bill to one year. Mr. Carpenter held
curves.
done at once, called a meeting, at which Dr. to succeed Kelly.
No. 3 Spring ..............
86 (4 87
Porter must be pardoned by the PresiSometimes he moved his lips, and gave Corn— No. ....................... 39 (4 <0
Robert Wilson, of Texas, was apjiointoda
A national conventionof colored that
dent.
Nearly
100
bills
and
resolutions
Oats—
No.
........................
32 (*» 33
committeeto go to Washingtonand confer
other evidenccH that lie was dreaming.
with the President and Congress.... men has been called to meet at St. Louis ou the , were introduced in the House. A resolution They were all recordedon the curve, the Rtf.— No. ........................ 86 (4 87
Barley— No. ......... ...........1 05 (4 1 07
Utah has a population of 143,907, of which 69,- 2d of March. The object of the convention,as by Mr. Crapo declaresthat the construction of tho
the amount of blood required for dream- Butter— Choic® Creamery ......... 32 <4 34
436 are females, and 43,933 of foreign birth ____ stated in the call, is to secure for the negro Panama canal by foreign capital,through a charter
Eoon— Freah ....................... 27 <4 28
W. T. Holbrook, agent of the American Ex- proper representationin the distributionof from any Eurojiean government, can- ing diminishing that in the extremities. POBK— Men. .......................
11 80 (5,13 00
not
sanctioned
the United
press Company at Dnbnoue, Iowa, killed bis Governmental patronage.
Lakh .............................. 8*<4 ««
States. Mr. Meyers offered a resolution
Effect of Fright on the Hair.
MILWAUKEE.
little daughter and then snot himself. All his
upon tho Secretaryof the TreaF-iryfor a deCampbell, the Gentile candidate for calling
......................
1 03 <4 1 06
friends unite in pronouncing the man insane
tailed statement of the moneys paid V. H. Grant
The Gazette den Hopitaux gave an Wheat— No.
No. ......................
1 01 (4 1 02
when he committedthe terribledeed. He was delegate in Congress from Utah, protest• from 1851 to 1877. .Mr. Calkins secured the pawiage account lately of a singular case of comCorn— No ........................<0 (4 41
about 40 years of age and a very popular man. againsta certificatebeing issued to Cannon, of an expressionof sympathy with the unlaboring classes of Ireland. Mr. plete alopecia. A girl, aged 17, who had Oath — No. ........................ 32 (4 38
— MedicineBull, a well-known Indian chief on the ground that the latter is a subject of happy
McCoid presented a HU to regulate com- always enjoyed health had on® day a Rye-No. ............. ..........84 (4 85
the Brule tribe, was killed at
Barley— No. .................... 60 14 81
. tnerce by railroad, providing for a uniform
ST. LOUIS.
the Lower Brule Agency by the Great Britain and a polygamist.
j rate of fare and freightage,
and for a Congressional narrow escape from being crushed by a
Wheat-No.
2 Red .................
1 00 (4 1 01
accidental discharge of & pistol in the
Committee of Inquiry
and Enforce incut. Mr. floor giving way beneath her. She was
.
FOREIGN.
CoRN-Mixed ...................... 41 C4 «
hands of Indian Agent Beveridge.... An assoDeuster introduceda bill to terminateexisting
friirlitpned and fhn ruitih Oats— No. ....................... 34 C4 36
While the Crown prosecutor was leav- ireatle. between the United State, and the Norm I V01> ,ulCil Hlgllienea, ^<1 UlO same
ciation, of which Horace Rnblee is the head,
Bte ................................85 (4 86
has purchased the Milwaukee Daily AVica, and ing the court-room in Limerick,Ireland, he was German Confederacy;Mr. Warner one providing j ni"ht. began to Com plain of headache and
PoRK-Mena. .......................
13 00 (413 25
for
a
commission
of
live
Representatives,
| chills. The next morning she felt restit will, after the 1st of January, be run as a
Lard ..............................
assaulted by a street mob because he defended four Senators and five ex erts,
CINCINNATI.
Republicannewspaper.
a man to whom the Land League is opposed. revise and readjust the tariff. Mr. Willis le&s, and had itching of the scalp. During
Wheat .............................
1 01 @ 1 03
Two men engaged in digging a well but be managed to escape with slight personal offered a bill to reduce the postage on letters and the few following days she steadily im- Corn
...............................
48
50
letter-matter
to
2
cents
for
each
one-half
ounce
or
___ _ ZTk- ____ j injury. Mulholland, a bailiff who attempted
proved, with the exception of the itching. Oath ...............................37 <4 38
near Arced*, 111., were overcome by gas aud
fraction
thereof;
also, to refonn the civil serviceo?
to execute a decree against a non-rent-payerin
One day, in combing her hair, she no- Rye ................................97 (4 98
died before they could be rescued ____ Another Comity Tipperary, was attacked by a’ man tlie United States. Tho Utter firesides that
all persons who have been in office ticed that it came out in large quantities. Pork — Mom .................. ..... 13 25 (413 50
Labi> .............................. 8*6
8)6
family has been prostrated in Chicago from the named Graham, who shot him dead after a few four years shall retsiu their places during
Three days later she was perfectiy bald.
TOLEDO.
effect* of raw pork ganushed with trichime .... words of argument. Graham made his escape. good behavior ; that all future appointWheat— No. 1 White ...............1 04 <4 1 05
Mrs. James Jones, the wife of a fanner living At the Omagh Assizes a farmer was sentenced ment* be made from among those who make tlie best Her general health was good, but her
No. 2 Red ................. 1 03 (4 1 04
near Napoleon, Mo., tried to fill a lighted lamp to thirtyyears’ penal servitudefor firing at his showing at competitive examinations; there shall
hern! continued bald, and was still so Corn-No. .......................41 <4 42
l»e
no
preferencca
for
any
cioaa
of
citizens,
but
solwith coal-oil. The inevitableexplosion fol- landlord. .Four Socialists have been jailed at
when seen two years later by the repor- Oats— No. ........................33 <4 34
diers and sailors. The President will be entitled to
DETROIT.
lowed, and Mrs. Jones and her two children, Darmstadt on charge of high treason, and six
ten placesin each departmentfor such ns he mav
tfjr.
F^our— Choice ....................6 25 <4 fl 75
aged respectively 6 years and 6 months, are the persons are in prison at Pferzheim for circulat- choose. The credentials of Mr. Taylor, elected
Whf.at-No. 1 White ...............1 01 <4 1 02
victims — In Oakland,Cal, Miss Elizabeth ing revolutionary publication*.
Determinedto Have a Peep.
m the auccessor of Gen. Garfield,were presented.
Corn— Ho. ........
47
4fr
The Bank of England has advanced its Objection wo* made to admitting him to a oeat, the
A lady of rather a positiveturn
of Oats— Mixed .......................36 <4 ^*7
opposition claiming that,
upinniuuu
mm, uie
the oiate
State Having
having Urn
is n ana;
, .
Barley (per cental) ................1 35 (4 1 T5
rate of discount from 2% to 3 per cant. This portioned into new Congressional dutriet*, t „ .liV- ni."i<luuve #ave ft tea-party to Some lady
I'ork-Mma ........................ 13 00 014 (»
waa in consequence of the continued drain up- trict was reconstructed,and was not the caiuo as friends ill IKT bedroom. “John," she
INDIANAPOLIS.
Scotchler.
Wheat-No. 2 Red .................1 03 0 1 04
on its specie reserve for shipment to the United
THE SOUTH*
Cohn ..............................42
44
It indicatesthat these cannot be ex- Committeeon Elections.
“got under the bed
Oats ...............................33
10
The road agents have been at work
to* continue uninternipted
.*!6ver 40*John tried hi resist, but finally suc- Poke— Clear ........................ 15 75 016 00
SenatorsIHcL lv man ; ’ Morrill . .
KA.Vi
LIBERTY,
PA.
B
Texas again, their latest job consisting in stop- 000 rii&resof De Lesseps’ Panama canal stock
pointed on Tuesday, Dec. H, a sulHCommitteeto emnbed. Kvery now and then lie would Cattle— Bert ......................
4 50 0 4 TS
Fair ...............
4 00 0 4 25
oonaidera bill which provides for the free purchase make an effort to peep out as the ladies
Common .................3 50 0 4 00
eengers of their cash and plundering the mails. We8t Indittt> .The British Admiraltyhas abol
and register of foreign-bnilt
ships by Americanciti- hmghed and made merry, hut ho was
Hook ...............
3 60 0 5 05
The tliree negroes-one woman and < ished flogging in the English navy.
zens. Mr. Williams introduced abUl pnividingfor mercilessly driven back by his angered Bonr,...
9
9^
i

Dec. 1ft. In the House of Representative*,Mr. Hub-
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continuesto be reported, and the work

method of boring individuals you and Portland,Ore. There were thirtywould, indeed, confer a lasting benefit one iron vessels built, and all but one
Well drilled— the oil region.
upon the nice.”
utmost service. We have had no such
were steam vessels. Of the thirty steam
Board of Education— the blackl>oard.
year of railroadactivity before as we
vessels, fifteen, with a tonnage of 15,190
Florists stand in cowslip-pery places.
tons, were built at Philadelphia ; twelve,
have had this year. The reasons for it
MICHHIAN NEWS.
, HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
How
much
did Alphabet with Omega?
with a tonnage of 7,116 tons, at Wilare not far to seek. The crops have
A lynx, with claws an inch long, was mington ; two, with a tonnage of 2,816
How to save time— let your watch run
been unprecedentedly large ; immigratons at Detroit ; and one, with a tonnage
killed near Pontiac, recently.
down.
Dakota has a larger population than
tion has steadily poured in upon us at a
of 414 tons, at Portland. Total tonnage,
A
sour
mash—
getting
hit
in
the
eye
Ishtemino claims 7,000 inhabitants, r
Rhode Island, New Hampshire, Dela25,536.
rate that is unparalleled; ourmanufact- with a pickle.
gam of 1,000 since the census iu June.
ware, or Florida, and wants to be a State.
In the total number of vessels of nil
urea have awakened from their long
They make type now with a coat on—
A Mount Clemens writer asserts that
classes
built during the veur there were
six churches and fifteen saloons are open
Gen. Arthur, the new Vice Presi- slumber of years, and industry in all its that is tunic type.
only two States ahead* of Michigan.
Sunday
in
that
place.
A suburban Paris dealer announced
dent, will spend most of the winter in branches has taken on an activity that
The number of vessels built in Maim*
that he sold donkeys like his father.
The $7,000 insurance on the burned was 90; in New York, 110; and in
Washington studying parliamentary is truly surprising.
A sick child may be able to stave off portion of Adrian College has lieen paid
Michigan, 65. Of the 90 built in Maine
castor-oil, but it can’t always parry-goric. promptly.
78 were sailing vessels and 12 were
*», . .....
...... .
Rev. Mr. Morton, of Albion, has steam vessels. Of the 110 built in New
animal
ie Senate.
anuual report
rel>°rt o{ the Commissionerof in
heenndenint
over the
in himRfllf
himself whp„
when he
condemns aSInaer
a Singer.
mastered a bicycle, and now rides to and York 59 were sailing vessels, 41 steam
I Agricultureshows the value of the most
One characteristic about the fair ones from the points where he preaches.
vessels, 1 canal boat and 9 barges. Of
The price which England is to lie important of our agricultural products is, they prefer to embrace clean sir faces.
Steam was got up at the Peninsular the 65 built in Michigan 33 were sailing
Tip most charming bridal veils are of car works in Adrian, the other day, and vessels, 28 steam vessels and 4 barges.
called upon to pay out of the pockets of during the last two years, and the value
illusions. — Exchange. Delusion, we sounds of the sonorous steam whistle Iu 1879 the nomber of vessels built 'in
the English, Scotch and Welsh taxpay- of exportations thereof for the same
should say.
were again heard for the first time in Michigan was only 44. The returns for
era, in order to settle forever the dis- period
eight years.
1880 show that during that year there
If you would be wealthy get upon a
quieting Irish land question,is, accord- Breadatuffn,animate,animal matter,
was
relatively more activityin vessel
mule.
You
would
soon
find’
out
that
you
Four childrenof John Dyer, of Coetc., for 1879 .......................
$1,919,9.»4,S97
9,000,000,000 are better off.
ing to the Statist, the very modest For 1880 (eatiiuated) ...................
runna, having recently died of diphthe- building in Michigan than m any other
Value of agriculturalexinirtafor the
State in the Union.
amount of 31,500,000,000.
Of course hmoking is worse than chew- ria, the neighbors are now building a
flacalyear ending June SO, 1879 ...... 14fl,041,23:1
For 1880 .............................. 166,400,428 ing, for the old adage says: “Of two new and healthier house for the remnant
According to tables in the Register’s
Census returns from all but a small llreadatuffa, etc., for 1879 .............'Jl(i,:i91,(Hltl evils, ‘chews’ the least."
of the family.
report the customs receipts from MichiFor 1880 ..............................288,0J0,201
strip of Alaska show that we have Cotton,etc., for 1879 .................. 173,158,200 The dearest, the nearest thing to huJoseph Shriner, of Johnstown, Barry gan for 1880 as compared to the receipts
For 1880 ..............................231,517,323
manity
is
its
kin.
Same
with
t’other
county,
was chastising his son, aged 1*4 for 1879, were as follows
bagged more Indians, if less ice, than Wool etc., for 1879 ....................
20,122,967
CuitmiiM Dintriet. 1880.
1879.
1880 .............................. 22,000,000 pear; the nearest thing is its skin.
years, for some trivial offense, when his
was expected. Out of a population For
Detroit... ................ $231,035.80 $180,395.71
MiaceUaneona, 1879 ...................
53,843,026
elder
son
interfered
and
shot
the
old
A Nevada editor began a leader on
Superior .................5,48*1.10
4,717.54
49,000,000
reaching 30,000, there are 300 white I For 1880 .............................
Huron ....................209,973.10
75,484.18
“Ice (’ream." with the remark: “This man, inflictingserious wounds.
Michigan .................. *2.70
967.31
males and 4 females. Those of
Total for 1879 .....................
t «04,15«,492
„4,
delicious bivalve
is now on sale at the
Martin Jarvis, captured a leaver at
short

ing capacity of the railroads is put to its
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row.

he
wore unmated gloves, replied,“I don’t
wish my right hand to know what my

i

If the electoral vote had been at all
the rouca
cue
Ponca inoe
tribe oi
of Indians has
has
............
- .....
obtained judgment against Red Cloud close, there would have been three chan-

Omaha
umana

j ^

| A CLERGYMAN being asked why

For 1880 ..............................823,946,333

In the United States Circuit Court at

T",*l .................... $440,407.78 $261,564.74
Pratt’s lake a few days since, which for
size eclipsesanything heard of in this
The cost of collectingthe customs iu
country. It is three and one-half feet these four districtswas as follows :
DiMrict*.
long and weighs eighty pounds.— G/arti«8a
1879.

new saloon."

j

'

i

''orhuma^bdidnets18 but^the

$48,737.25
30,578.67

Superior ..........
Michigan ..........

A little daughter of Willard Stearns,

os

First, the defeat of a

Detroit .......

w/n Count)/ Record.

hand doeth. ’’

left

.8,852.53

2,019.00
Adrian, tried to lick the snow from an
the islands in the Niobrara river and C,lllforma elector, "inch would have d0WUright mean folks are eternally skim- iron pump-handle the other morning,
Total ............
$90,737.47
other lands contiguous,from which the | 1,6011 8t‘* ( own to ^,‘l)U )1Cftn lmrtlHUI1 ming the cream from it.
when the mercury was lielow zero, and
The internal revenue recciuts in the
Poncas have been unlawfully excluded ; zea* ’ nex*> ^ie ^e*eat an ^u^aua Tip New Orleans Picai/une says that lost a good portion of her tongue in the Michigan districtswere as follows
IHutrict*.
bv their red
elector, which the Democratic Canvass- a retired tragedian is an ex-actingman. attempt.
1880.
1H79.
Firnt ...............
....$1,099,764.17 $1,219,703.25
ing Board would certainlyhave aocom- Should he retire to the stage, a re-action
A woman at Sandstone, Jackson coun.... 277,141.95
193,320.77
ty, aged 36 vearsf is the mother of fifteen Fourth .............
.... 131,769.29
Col. Gordon, of Egyptian fame, who ; plished if the vote would have made
eiPecfod to take place.
111,128.68
132,918.50
children, all living and healthy,none Sixth ............
ho., lately visited Ireland, says the condifference ; and thirdly, the stupid fail- writer,
I ^oldlT&id^ thit
having ever been sick. There are eight
T",nl ................
$1,661,293.06$1,657,071.20
dition of its people is worse than that of , ure of the Georgia Electoral College to would just suit me.” And instantlycame boys and seven girls, the eldest aged 21,
The cost of collecting this revenue iu
and the youngest one week.
any other people iu the world. He says | vote on the day appointed The occur- « chorus, “Try a pig pen.”
the four districtswas as follows
that their condition is attributableto rence of these blunders, likely to be re- , The French lady who said to her maid,
The Nashville New* says that a 5-year1879.
Flr,,t .........................
$15,788.86 $17,843.22
landlordism. He recommends the Gov- peated every four years under our com- i *?!1,10 ?c)1°?,k! ^mu:st ^p11 t<J unilr,‘s.s old horse belonging to Robert Mayo, of Third
........................
9,589.
9,407.60
Maple Grove, fell nine and one-half fee*,
ernment to buy out the landlords of the plicated system, should teach Congress j ne88 0f modera^hionablelife.10 m"aU ' through an opening in the stable floor Fourth ..................... 6,414.55 6,384.28
........................8,516,92 8,322.59
distressed districts, and resell to the tlie necessity of amending the method “Oh, dear!’’ exchaimed Penniman, “I and landed in the midst of the cows in
Total .............. ....... $40,309.49 $41,937.09
tenants on easy payments.
of electing the President, so that escape wish I could excel in something! I do the basement, wthout sustaining any
The proceeds from the sales of public
from revolutionquadrennially may not })e^ove if I should kill a man, it wouldn’t damage.
lauds were as follows
The
fur. intoleranceshown
ah,,™ in Ireland to , |)e congiJercd
m lrk o{
j
but murder iu the second
Lewis Buckingham,one of the oldest
Frmn Hretirerat—
1879.
obnoxious landlords is instancedby the
residents of Genesis} county, died at his Marquette .............
..... $108,875.83 $ 4,970.54
wu> in which
VMIICII the
meiamiivoi
DOVCOH, who
wnoi merc^’
A Boston believer iu Bob Ingersoll home in Flint, recently, in the 85th Detroit ................
way
family of Boycott,
..... 799.75 672.00
year of his age. Mr. Buckingham was Reed City .................. 0,184.79 0,023.90
has latelv come into such notice, as well I Macedonia is said to be in a terrible f -V9:i ,a “ftU 8“ite8 1™ °»°ue
Kaat Saginaw ............... 4,029.00 3,979.47
for many years one of the most promias himself, have been treated. His ; condition. Bands of brigands, strong over Ule head with whatever comes nent men in the county. He held the Travente City ....................... 3*17.81
Total ................... $1 •20,489.37$15,913.78
niece, even, who went into Ballinrobe in numbers and well armed, are infest- handy.”
office of Sheriff for a number of terms, and
and asked a jeweler to put a new crystal ing almost all parts of the country, tak- 1 A poor cornet got his skull fractured, held many other offices of trust.
The following were the receipts from
.... .....
m the
un- the Registers’ and Receivers’ fees:
in her watch, was refused, with the re- ing advantage of the weakness of the and was told bv the doctor that liis brain The
following is a statement of
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brethren
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Ihutrirt*. 1880.
16
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mark that nothing would be done
her or for any one else

m

the

^

for

1
1
i

family.

j

,

Whmg

authorities,aud
and enriching themselves

r ... , , f •
by the indiscriminateplunder of the in.

:

1880

!
none.” ‘
my

Herepled—“\N rite and tell
he always swore I had

father, tor

j

habitants without distinctionof race or

•

at—

1880.

From Uffrirtr
1879.
Marquette ..................
$ 5,232.70 $ 4,288.70
Kant Saginaw ................ 3,971.00 4,652.80
Detroit ......................1,415.43 1,911.12
Reed City ................... 6,854.01 4,653.27
$1,545,880.38 Tiaverae City ...... ................. 798.61
. 201,923.38 Ionia ................................
1,074.28

receipts and disbursements at the State
Treasurer s office for the month endimr
| N,,v 30 1880
timing

A Kentucky girl died with the heart ItalniHV on hand Nov. ..........
creed. Beys and other high dignitaries disease a few hours after her marriage. Roceipt* for the Month .........
made by the Dominion Goyernment of
are being seized, and there are even This proves that young ladies shouldn’t r„ lT,,t*1 ...... ••••• .................... $1,807,803.96
Tola! ...................
$16,978.14 $17,378,78
Canada with the syndicate formed to
marry until after they had given their Dtenuraenicntafor the mouth ........... 366,748.70
cases in which all the members of
hearts
away.
The steamboatfees returned were as
build the Canadian Pacific railroad
Balance on hand Nov. 30, 1880 ...... $1,441,053.2<i
Provincial Councils have been carried
follows
Fidgety lady— “But what am I to do?
have been published. Put in tabular
The rej)ort of the Ionia House of Coroff' in a body and sent into the mountCant oviK IHutriet.
1880.
I can’t ride with my back to the engine.”
1879.
form, the statisticsof the cost aud the
rection shows that of 866 prisoners re- Detroit ............
$ 0,303.03
ains. One of the bands demands the Insolent youth— ‘‘Better speak to the
Huron ..................
..... 5,934.35
5,130.85
ceived during the year, 422 were tramps.
land-grantfor the different sections are
SujHjrlor ...............
..... 2,621.10
sum of £5,(X)0 sterling as ransom for the conductor; he’ll turn the train around to
2,362.30
They
were
sent
from
Justices’
courts
at
Michigan
...............
as follows
4,490.20
oblige you.” — Funni/ Folks.
liberation
of
two
Turkish
dignitaries
a cost to the State for fees and expenses
.1 erf*.
Total ..............
Said a crafty husband to his businois
$13,314.40
Lake Nuporior ...............
$12,000,1)0012,000,000 and three Christians who hold the rank
of constablesand
other officers
of $6,.........
...........
Red river to Roek> mountpartner: “I have promised my wife an
528.51;
the
cost
of
their
keeping
while
The
receipts
from
the
Marine-Hospital
aiu« ...... .................
6,400,000 5,0*81,1881 of Councillors. Communication is immense surprise for her intliday.”
BritishColumbia ..............6,000,000H,(88),(88>
4<T , „ • ,* | inmates was $19,182.55; and their trons- ! t,lx were as follows:
everywhere interrupted. In Epirus “More extravagance?” T shall give Ik
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Total ..................... $25,000,000 2.'),(8 8), (88

The whole of
it

the land is to

is stated, from

the

1

be taken

fertile land
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Northwest.

incredibleatrocitiesare reported to

have been perpetrated.In

one

ease two women are

said

j

nothing;

it

“CpoxH?
•

‘

will bo an immense surprise.

mo

in dreams,” says Miss
a recent poem. If you

Fannie Driscoll in

to have been thrust alive into

an

mean

^tjonfrom

* 'iiKtouiKtHntrict.
1880.
the House of Correction
| Detroit ................
....$ 5,434.28
cost $1,429.81, making their total cost to
! TInron .................
the State $26,100.87.
Superior..............

^mnnfn

1

you’d
1U1,1 the product of the year is
Mrs. Watson, during the lifetime of oven. The inhabitants are powerless to he frightfully dressed, Fannie. — Boston roc*oued from that date. During the
______ l
month of November tin* amount
inher husband, the astronomer, was his defend themselves, and are looking for Post.
spected, 271,858 barrels;total product
“Why,
Frankie,”
exclaimed
a
mother
devoted and enthusiastic assistant iu all pity and protectionfrom the West.
at the hoarding-house, “I never knew for the inspection year of 1880, 2,678,his scientific studies and researches.
von to ask for a second piece of pie at 368 barrels, the largest product in the
In “Some Recollections of Merchants
She accompanied him to China, and was
home.” “I knew ’twaut no use,” said history of salt-making in Michigan.
there of great help to him in his work. of New York,” the Dry Goods Bulletin Frank, as he proceeded with his pio eat- The product for 1879 was 2,058,040 barrels. The price during the present year
That his will should have apparently mentions a curious circumstanceconnect- ing.
has averaged about 75 cents i>er barrel.
When
a
man
agrees
to
deliver
a
letter
slighted her has been the cause of un- ed with lotteries. J. A. Moore, of Hinton
The product this year has been shipped
to his friend’ssweetheart,and forgets it
pleasant comments in many journals. & Moore, had a brother George in the and leaves it in his pocket, where his chiefly to Chicago, Milwaukee and Toledo. New blocks aud improvements to
It is now explained that Mrs. Watson Jottery business, then legitimate in New wifo findTit]hemay juX m well save him
he made during the winter will largely
has a considerableproperty of her own, York. George, as the agent, had a cer- i self the trouble of telling her the facts.
increase the manufacturing capacity for
and that, being childless, she and her tain number of tickets placed in his They won’t be believed.
next season.
“I guess dad wishes we’d all die and
husband had long ago determined to hands. Those unsold had to be returned
The movement of forest products by
go to heaven,” said a miser’s son to his
bequeath their worldly goods to scien- I by a certain time or paid for. One maternal parent. “Why so ?’’ she asked, water from Saginaw river during the
! evening he found that he had accident- .
..... . ..... .....
tific objects.
upon.....
recovering
from her astonishment season of 1880 is the largest in the
ally omitted to return to Virginia a $20 j “Oh, ’cause heaven is such a cheap place history of the lumber trade of Saginaw,
although the season close*! three weeks
A had and dramatic eviction took [ticket. He was very hard up, and 1 ^ ^ve 1U- ”
earlier than last year. The total shipplace in County Wicklow. An old man begged his sister-in-law (his brother be- 1 . AT
*al^e a okl^. ^kacted eonments from the ojjening of navigationto
named Arthur Kavanagh, in feeble ingut the tune rich) to take it She
the close were 769,573,000 feet of lumber,
health, who had a cabin on the property rather reluctantly did so, and did not six already,” replied the mother. 168,145,400 shingles, 34,280,000 lath.
of Earl Fitz William, had fallen behind say a word to her husband. The ticket “Them’s not the ones I want. I want a The lumber shipmentsexceed those of
1879 by 91,000,000feet. The lumber
iu his rent. A decree of ejectment was won $100,000. Not long afterwardJ. A. fresh one.”
product of the mills this season will apA Kentucky girl says that when she
obtained by the Earl, and his game- Moore failed. His creditorssued him
proximate 775.000,000feet, about 50.dies she desires to have tobacco planted
keeper, with two bailiffs,went to exe- for the lottery money, asserting that it
000,000 in excess of the season of 1879,
over her grave, that the weed, nourished
cute the decree. They had to carry really was his. After considerable liti- by her Ixwly, may l>e chewed by her be- and there will 1m3 held over on the docks
Kavanagh out of the house, and, as he gation Chancellor McConn decided that reaved lover. —Exchange. Poor girl! about 25,000,000feet of lumber, mostly
of the lower grades.
was crossing the thresholdof his cabin, the money unquestionably belonged to who can she expect to back 'er in this
The Port Sanilac Reporter says;
queer conceit?
the poor old man gave one gasp and died Mrs. Moore, and that payment— hither“About twenty years ago, when Robert
Curing Sick Headache.
in the gamekeeper’sarms. His body to restrained by injunction—must be
Campbell, who now resides at Paris,
after eating mince pio and omelette,
f

)

____

__

__

•

•

...

a

I

.

was laid by the roadside. Over it for therefore made to her.
hours sat his only mourner — a grandA Wedding Present.
daughter. Kavanagh was formerly in a
It was the day of the signing of the
good position. He had been unable to
work for two years, and was bedridden marriage contract A friend of the family says to the father of the young lady.
for some time.
“ I have a surprise for your daugh-

A Vermont correspondent writes that
after suffering from sick headache for
twenty years, with frequent attacks of
diphtheria,quinsy and erysipelas, she

Huron county,- lived at this place one of
his cliildren,a girl al>out 18 months of
age, was severely burned, from the results of which she died. The IkxIv was

has discovered the cause of all her troub- buried near where Mr. Campbell was
les. Eight mouths’ abstinence from meat living, on the lake shore, in sandy soil.
has cured her of dyspepsia and all the Some days since the sexton received orailments she has suffered from, and her ders from Mr. Campbell to take up the
ter.”
health is better than it has been for many body and reinter it in the cemetery.
“ Poor’s Manual” states the net earn“ You are very kind.”
years. On a diet of vegetables and cer- When the coffin was reached it was
ings of all the railroadsin the countrv
“I shall put a bottle of oil of vitrol eals with fish and eggs occasionally, she found to lie in a complete state of presamong the wedding presents.”
last year to have been $219,916,274. So
is well and strong. Happy are they who ervation, with the exception of the
“ Horrors!”
far as reported this year it appears that
find oat their lunitationa, physical, in- screws, which had rusted off. The body
“The husband will understand — and tellectualand spiritual,and do not ruin was petrified, and those who saw the
the percentageof increasedearnings on
he will never dare deceive her.”
health and happiness in a vain endeavor body say she looked the same as when
the trunk lines is smaller than that on
to digest something beyond their pow- she was buried, nearly a score of years
the other lines ; yet the former will di.
Heroic Treatment.
ers.
ago.
vide among their shareholders
" a-11 ^ ? d00!01, and
A Short Method.
\ .YIIchiKau Niatlatic* from the Report
suffered from loss of
&>5,000,000more than the year previ- appetite and drowsiness.-The doctor
of the Kef Inter of the Treasury.
“T only want to show you one thing
ous, which is about 2} per cent, addi- examined his tongue and said
The
annual report of the Register of
more, Professor. I have invented a
tional on the total railroad capital exist- , “You should walk two hours every short method of boring mountains the Treasury shows that during the fisng in the country at the close of the I «'Two jWlloie Uouri!
Ulen which I think will prove very valuable.” cal year of 1880 iron vessels were built
“ My dear sir,” burst forth the wearied at only four places in the United States,
year. A steady increase of earnmgs i am I to find time to eat and sleep
listener, “ if you would only invent a viz. : Philadelphia, Wilmington, Detroit

•

_
some
*1
j

osKGnnAnn

n

,

Michigan. .............
..... 8,409.35

1879.

$ 4,854.45
3,090.28
5*11.52
2,327.51

$11,442.76

During the fiscal year 1880, $7,000
were expended on the Cheboygan river
light station ; $55,000 on Stimuard’s
Rock light station ; and $19,733 on pierhead beacon-lightson the lakes. The
following are the amounts expended in
Michigan river-and-harbor improvements during the year : Improving harbor at Frankfort, $6,000; Ludiugton,

$5,000; Muskegon. $3,500; South
Haven, $7,500; Thunder bav, $564 ; An
Sable, $5,000; Black lake, $6,000;
Charlevoix, $9,000; Cheboygan, $3,000;
Grand Haven, $9,000; Manistee,$4,000 ;
Monroe, $2,000 ; Ontonagon, $12,000 ;
Pentwater,$6,000 ; Ht. Joseph, $5,000;

Saugatuck, $5,000; White river, $6,500;
harbor of refuge, Lake Huron, $60,000;
harlwr of refuge, Portage lake, $10,000.
Improving Detroit river, $40,000;
Saginaw river, $13,000 ; St. Clair flats,
$3.000 ; St. Mary’s river aud canal,
$200,000. Total expended on Michigan
rivers and harbors during the fiscal
year, 1880, $363,064.

Tom
It

Ochiltree aud

Jem

Mace.

was some seven or eight years «go,

just after the Cobum-Mace fiasco, and
the latter was still in the city. As he

was leaning against the bar a number of
gentlemen and Tom Ochiltree were discussing politics and prize fights in another part of the room. Mace’s wonderful expertness in the use of his hands
came up, and some one offered to bet a
basket of champagne that no man, unless a professional, could get in a blow
on Mace’s face. Ochiltree took the l)et,

and walked deliberatelyover to Mace
and slapped his jaws. The astonished
prize fighter looked at Tom for a moment
and then lit out from the shoulder. A
mass of red hair, a corpulentbody, legs
and boots all mingled in indescribable

confusion, flew through the door and
rolled out over the brick banquette into
the street. While sympathetic bell boys •
and laughing friends were straightening
Tom out and patching his fragments together, some of the gentlemen explained
to Macc the circumstancesof the bet.
“ Oh ! it was that way, was it ? If Pd
known it I wouldn't ’ave cared,” said he.
“ an’ I’m bloody glad now I didn't ’it

:

m

?”

’

’im ’order. ”

Tom thought it was a quite sufficiently
“ ’ord ’it” If the blow had strack him
anywhere else but on the cheek it would
have killed him.— Washington Capital

Mortgage Sale.

Holiday Presents.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Call and examine the new books

Saiurday, December 18. 1880.
Mr.
has

Burgess, our popular photographer,

ents.

at

H.

D. Post’s, before purchasingholiday pres*
43-3 w

new arrangement,by which he takes

The Boston Boot and Shoe Company,
cutter. The samples 60 Canal street. Grand Rapids, Mich., is
shown us were very fine, and we think the most reliable firm to deal with. 41-0w
a

parties as sitting in

that

if

a

the young folks have seen this once,

they will have

no other

Go

the winter season.

pictures during

to his

gleut gnhwtfecmenta.

art gallery

and see the specimens,if you want to see
something

nice.

CHRISTMAS

44-3w.

The Tidy Housewife.

is

she

giving her house its spring cleaning,

should bear in mind

COMING.

IS

when

The careful, tidy housewife,

Whereas

hare on hand some of the finest
brands of

I

inmates

that the dear

of her house are more precious than
houses, and that their systems need clean-

WHISKIES

ing by purifying the blood, regulating the

from spring malaria

the diseases arising

know

and miasma, and she should
there

is

nothing that will do

and surely
best

of

all

as

Hop

Bitters,

that

so perfectly

it

the purest and

--

medicines. See other column.

—

-

-

The ConditionPowders

of Prof.

drug

burg, for sale at the

AS

STJOH

stomach and bowels to prevent and cure

KINra

NEW ME,

PRIDE,

HERITAGE

And also several brands of good cheap Whiskies
classesand tastes. I would respectfully
the attention of my customers to the fact of
my large supply on hand for holiday use, also some
fine Imported Liquors, such as
to suit all

call

Wellen- "Sollinkbe Jiiertr," Cognac,

Em!,

been made in the conditions
certain indenture of mortgage, made, exdelivered by Bernard LasHinannand his
wife Muris Lassmann, of the townshipof Holland,
Ottawa county, Michigan, to Jacob Van Putten
and Jan Pauels, of the city of Holland, countv and
state aforesaid,dated on the sixteenth day of January, A. D. 1878. and recorded in the office of the
Register of Deeds, of the county of Ottawa, State
of Michigan, on the thirty first day of January,
A. D. 1878, at eight o'clock In the forenoon of said
day, In liber No. 8, of mortgages on page 457, by
which default the power of sale containedin said
Indenture of mortgage has become operative,and
upon which said indenture of mortgage,there is
claimed to be due, at the date of this notice,tho
sum of six hundred and fifty-five dollarsand forty
cents, principaland interest, and no suit or proceedings at law orin chanceryhaving been Institutedto
recover the same, or any part thereof, the said power of salohavlng become operative,by reason of tho
default of said Barnard Lassmann and his wife Maria
Lassmann, in not paying the firsttwo installments
and interest as provided for in said Indenture of
mortgage, and the said Jacob Van Putten and Jan
Pauels, having elected to consider the whole
amount of said principal and interestof said indentureof mortgage,to be due and payable after
the lapse of thirty days, after said default,as provided for in said Indenture of mortgage, and more
than thirty days having elapsed prior to the date
of this notice, and said Jacob Van Putten and Jan
Pauels, having elected to take the sum of six hundred and fifty five dollars and forty cents, tho consideration in said indenture of mortgage, and the
interestfrom the date thereof,as providedfor in
said indentureof mortgage; Notice is therefore
hereby given, that by virtue of the power of sale
in said indenture of mortgage contained, and pur
suant to the provisiousthereof, said indenture
of mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the
property described therein,or so much thereof,as
will be necessary to pay the debt secured thereby,
together with interest at ten per ceut., legal costa
of advertisementand snle, and an attorney fee of
thirty dollars, provided for in said Indentureof

store of Dr.

Win. Van Putten, have been used in

my

stable in the year 1874, when the epizootic

All of which I offer for sale in large or smal
quantities.

was raging throughout the land, with the
very best success and

recommend them

The finest brands

BOONE.

U.
Holland,Oct.

1880.

20,

of Cigars aim

ways on hand.

freely for the use of ailments in horses.
36 if

Come

and try samples,

first

door west of

the Post Office.

AUGUST LUNDBLAD.
15, 1880.
45-2 w

$ |icml Notices.
A complete stock of
land. Come and

44-3w
-

H.

Holland, Dec.

cigars— the finest
try them at

DANGREMOND.

Beautiful stock of Beaver Shawls, $4,

45-4w

Extra heavy Beaver Shawls from $7
to

$14;

at

very hand-

some.

Immense Arrival of New Goods for the
PRICES WAY DOWN.

2w

Great Bargains in Corsets of 50c, 75c aud $1.00, Greal Bargainsin Silk Handkerchiefs. Silk Handkerchiefs from 25c up. Linen Handkerchiefs from 6c up.
Februaxrv»A. D. 1881, at one o’clock in the afterGreat BargainsIn all kinds of Hosiery, Notions, Gloves and Underwear. Muslins,
noon of said day, at the front door of the Court
House, In the city of Grand Haven, in said county, Canton Flannel and Ticks at prices that cannot be found in the Slate.

Tuesday the 15th day of

that being the place of holding the Circuit Court
of said county, at wh'ch said time and place will
be sold at public auction or vendue to the highest
bidder, pursuant to the statutein such case made
and provided, the property described in said indenture of mortgage, or so much thereof as shall be
necessaryto pay said debt, interest,legal costs,
and said attorneyfee, as follows, to-wil: All of
those certain tracts or parcels of land lying and
situatein the county of Ottawa and state of Michigan, and further known as lots •numbered one,
two, nine and ten, (1, 2, 9 and 10.) in block numbered four, in M. D. Howard’s addition to the city
of Holland,according to the recorded map on record in the Register’s Office for Ottawa county,

t3T All Goods marked in Plain Figures, aud
Holiday Presents of us, and save money.

Howard 4 McBride,

JSortqagtu.
Attorneysfor Hortqaam.
41-13

the Soap Factory, Holland, Mich.

Order of Publication.
OTATE

O

OF MICHIGAN, the Circuit Court for

the County of Ottawa— In Chaucery.

RICHARD SHEARS,

We

ing from

1

i

i'

-

2w-

i

50c to $5.00 each, the newest

If

novelties in the market.

45—

2

w

F. W.

you

are a man of business, weakened by the
strain of your duties,avoid stimulants and take

Wurzburg.

The “London Lancet” says: “Many

you are a man of letters, tollingover your midnight work, to restore bruin and nerve wastc; take

HOP BITTERS.

a
If

life has

been saved by taking Spring Blos-

on hand for the holidays, a line of Moods,
as

complete and handsome

as

any house

in \Vestern Michigan. Our Albums are
strikingly beauliful. Our Souvenirs are

the finest vailety, the most unique, odd

and

beautiful ever ottered to the public,

and must be seen to be appreciated. Call
at the

Book store of

44-3w

The most

H.

DANGREMOND.

senible remedy, and the only

and permanent cure for all
diseases of the liver, blood and stomach,
including biliiousfevers,fever and ague,
dumb ague, jaundice, dyspepsia,&c., is
Prof. Guilmelte’s French Liver Puds,
which cures by absorption.Ask your
druggist for Uiis noted cure, and take no
other, and if be has not got it or will not
get it for you, send $1.50 to French Pad
Co., Toledo, O., and they will send you
safe, sure

Kerry Christmas

i

A

full line of albums, bibles, diaries,
gift

books and auto-

II. D.

POSTS.

Slates, books, writing fluids, pencils,
and

all kinds of stationery,for sale at

44-8w

H.

DANGREMOND.

HOP BITTERS.

Booki ! Hooka i

H. D. Post has a stock of fine holiday

New

Year’s cards;

and a stock of the American Book Exchange publications,sold at New York
43-3w

prices.
-

A handsome new kind of willow-ware
for ornamentsand toys, in endless varieH.

mOF.

MONROE

ST.

v$.

!

GTJXLIMIETTE’S

FRENCH KIDNEY PAD.
all cases of

Gravel, Diabetes, Dropsy, Bright’s Disease of the Kidneys,
Incontinence and Retention of Urine, Inflamation
of the Kidneys, Catarrh of the Bladder,
HIGH COLORED URINE, PAIN

WEAKNESS, and

IN

THE BACK, SIDE OR LOINS, NERVOUS

of the Bladder and Urinary Organs, whether
contracted by private diseases or otherwise. This great remedy has been used with
success for nearly ten years in France, with the most wonderful curative (fleets. It
cure* by absorption-,no nauseous internal medicines being required. We have hundreds of testimonials of cures by this Pad when all else had failed.
Ladies, R you are suffering from Female Weakness, Leucorrhaa, or diseases
peculiarto females, or in fact any disease, ask your druggist for PROF. GUILMETTE’S FRENCH KIDNEY PAD, and take no other. If he has not got it, send
$2 and you will receive the Pad by return mail. Address U. S. Branch
in fact all disorders

_

FRENCH PAD

Ohio.

<00., Toledo>

Prof. Guilmett’s French Liver Pad.
Will pomtivcly cure Fever and Ague. Dumb Ague. Ague Cake. Billions Fever. Jaundice, Py*p«psia.
and all diaenaea of the Liver,Stomach and Blood. The pad cure* by absorption,and i* permanent.
Ask your druggist for this pad and lake no other. If he does not keep it. send fcl.50to tho
FRENCH PAH CO., (U. 8. Branch) TOLEDO. OHIO, and receive it by return mail.
For -ale at lleber Walsh, wholesale and retail druggist. Holland.
32-ly

Mich.
YOUNG MEN

FOR SALE.

Will not only save money hut valuable time In tho
future by attendingthe Grand Rapids Business
College, where they will receive a thorough, quickeninq. practical education.Bend for College

II.

WASHER.

Journal.

Grand Rapids, Mich
Or Wm. II. Peking. Holland Mich. 22-6m

|

29

-ly

i

Panels, Johannes Dijkema, Ja- )
cob Van Putten,.Maria Hunters.
Maaike Pluggsr,Elizabeth Oggei
Wilbelmina Kruidenier,
Defendants.

Suit pending in the Circuit Court for the County
Ottawa, in chancery, at the city of Grand Haven,
this 4th day of November, A. D. 1880.
Whoever you are, wherever you are, whenever you
U satisfactorilyappearing to this Court by affifeel that your system needs cleansing, toning
davit on file in this cause, that the defendants,
or stimulating, withour intoxicating, take
Maria Haulers. ElizabethOggei and Wilhelmina
Kruidenier are non-residents of this State,but reside within the United States, and that the defendant Maaike Plugger resides within this State,
Have you dyspepsia, kidney or urinary complaint, that process for her appearance has been duly
disease of the stomach, bowels, blood, liver, or
issued, and the same cannot be served, by reason
of her absence from the State of Michigan. On
nerves? You will be cured if you take
motion of Wm. H. Parks, solicitor for said com
plaiuaut and said guardian, it ia ordered, that the
said Maaike Poigger cause her appearancein this
cause to be entered within three months from the
If you are simply ailing, are weak and low spirited
date of this order, and chat the said defendants.
try it! Buy It. Insist upon it. Your
Maria Hunters, ElizabethOggei and Wilhelmina
druggist keeps it.
Kruidenier. cause their appearance In this cause
to be entered within one hundred days from the
date hereof, and in case trial they, or either of
tbem, cause thelranswertothecompiainuni’s
hi llto
It may save your
It has saved hundreds.
be filed, and a copy thereof to be served on the
A. S. Russel, of Marion,
Go., N. Y., says:
wonderful success of
45-4w
complainan.'ssolicitor wiihin twenty days after
service of a copy of said bill, and notice of this Thomas’ Eclectric Oil in nil cases of ucuie and chronic intiuunuaiiuu,catarrh, bronchir Outfit sent free to those who wish to engage order, and in delault thereof that the said bill be tis lame back, etc., make the demand for it eery great.
V k in the most pleasant and profitable business taken as confes-ed by them. Audit is furthey or• A, I known. Everything new. Capital noire- dered that within twenty days the said complainant
IP" qulred. We will furnish you everything.410 cause this order to be published in the Holland
a day and upwards is easily made without staying
City News, a paper printed and circulated weekly Messrs. Foster, Milburu & Co.:
away from home over night. No risk whatever. in the said county of Ottawa, and that said publiRegarding the sale of Thomas' Eclectric Oil, wc are gratifiedin being able to inMany new workers wanted at once. Many are cation be continued once in each week for six
making fortunes at the business.Ladies as well as weeks in succession, or that complainantcause a form you that since we took Ihc agency, three months ago, lor the sale and introducmen, and yonng boys and girls make great pay. copy of this order to be person ally served on each tion of Eclectric Oil, our very large sales proves conclusively to our minds; thigiemedy
No one who is willing to work falls ro make more of said defendantsat least twenty days before the has extraordinarymerits ns witnesseu by the unprecedented sale.
anticipate t
money every da> than can be made in a week at time prescribed for iheirupnearancc.
large increase in the sale, as its virtues become mure generally known.
any ordinary employment.Those who engage at
Dated the 4th day of November. A. D. 1880.
Yours, truly,
once will find a snort road to fortune. Address,
ABEND VlSgCHBK,
H. HALLETT 4 CO., Portland, .Maine.
Circuit Court Oommitiionerin and for Ottawa
R.
SON,
County, Michigan.
Dea’icrgIn Dregs and Surgical Inslrnments.
Wm. H. Pakkb, Solicitor for Complainant.40-7w
1101 l,ke » Charm on the
JN irfXw V 1 JN
Urinary Organa, Kidneyeand
IDrjyj T
Liver, restoringlost vigor,
and curing nervousdebility,
Goto D.
MEBNGS for Mrs Freeman’s New National Dyes. For brightness and durabilitj if
$1 per box, or 6 for |5; sent sealed by mall. Lacolortheyare unequaled. Uolor2 to 5 lbs., price 15 cents.
dies’ Rubber FountainSyringe, $2. by mail, sealed;
Also ell kinds Rubber Goods lor Ladies and Gentlemen, a book on Lo»t Manhood Regained, canoe
and cure, 10c. trf pay postage. Dr. JAMES, 904
Washington Street,Chisago
41-ljr
The undersignedhas again opened a store of

HOP BITTERS.

HOP BITTERS.
HOP BITTERS.

THE DOCTOR’S TESTIMONY.

life.

Wayne

The

THE DRUGGIST’S TESTIMONY.

TTTIvTT?
M

SOLID

ct

Again

DANGREMOND.

Mich.

in

41-0w.

Business

111.

Ain

1880.

FALL AND

furnished free, with ful' instructions

1 for

Provisions

C
Will be paid
Foundry.

.A.
for

S

Holland, Dec.

8,

R- TwIEiiNGS.

.

WINTER. 1880.

£

Mill

Bonnets, Hats, Feathers,
Flowers, L&ces, Beaded

and

Silk,
FRINGES AND GALOONS, CIRCULARS,
Dolmans, Cloaks, Plain & Brocade Velvet, Silks,

.

Satins iu all desirableColors. Crape, Gloves, Hosiery,

Germantown Yarn, Woosted, Canvas, Embroidery,

SILK

Exchange.

-A.NID H

AIR GOODS.

IKE

old iron at the Holland City

Wm.

in

_

JONES &

A

general merchandise,on the corner of
Outfit

Eighth and River Streets,
conductingthe most profitablebusiness
.kill that anyone can engage In. The baataess
ip 1 v |a po easy to learn,and oar instructions where he hopes to see ail his old customers, and
are so simple and plain, that any one can make as many new ones as may deem it to their advangreat profits from the very start. No one can fall tage to deal with him.
The stock of goods offered for sale consists of
who is willingto work. Women are as successful
as men. Roys and girls can earn large turns
Many have made at the business over one hundred
dollars in a aiugle week. Nothing like it ever
known before.All who engage aro surprised at
the ease and rapidity with which they are able to
make money. You can engage in thla business
Etc.,
during your spare time at great profit. You do
not have to invest capital in it. We take all the
risk. Those who need teady money, should write
to us at once. Ail furnished free. Address,
Coatrj Product,
TRUE 4 CO.. Angusta,Maine.
1

BY

_

R

Taken

Do not miss your bargains at the Union
/lag Clothing House, 34 Canal street,
Grand Bapidfl,

CO.

of

ties, at the toy store of

* 44-3w

your

LADIES and GENTLEMEN

W.

who brings suit by Herbert Keppel,
guardian ad liturn.
Complainant,

Jan

HOP BITTERS.

\ I

books, Christmas and

To the

all

*AA*A*»*

graph albums, at

43-3w

No. 72

Buy

We

one post paid by return mail.

scrap books, choice

Price to all.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

(Cor. Ottawa),

tenancea. Inquire o

Junneke Keppel. an Insane person. 1

bed of sickness, take

especialpains to have

CITY STORE,

A HOUSE and lot. foundry and finishing shop
OTATK OP MICHIGAN: Twentieth Judicial xY
and lot. steam engine, yard and
its appurO Circuit— In chancery.

If yon are married or single, old or young, suffering from poor health or languishing on a

trial botlles 10 els.

NEW YORK

Order of Publication.

yon are young and sufferingfrom any indiscretion or dissipation,take

som in case of Bilious Fever, ^Indigestion,
or Liver complaints. Prices: 50 cents,

We have taken

DAN J. AHNULD. Circuit -Judge.
Godwin 4 Eaklk, Coinplainaut's Solicitor.
A true copy, A. A. Tuacy, Register in Chancery.

If

Tho London Lancet.

One

JOHN FITZGERALD A

40-7w

HOP BITTERS.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

strictly

A Positive and Permanent Cnre Guaranteed in

r*.

CHRISTINA SHEARS,

1880.

gone.

1

We are still giving the lowest prices on Carpets and Floor Oil Cloths. Cottage
Carpets 20c and 25c, worth 25c and 30c. Good Ingrain Carpets 30c, 40c and 50c. All
Wool Ingrain Carpets 75c. Yard wide Floor Oil Clolh-30c. Great Bargains in Table
Linens, Napkins, Towels and Toweling. Great Bargains in Waterproof Cloths, Kentucky Jeans and Cassi meres. Good W aterproof Cloth 60c. Good Kentucky Jeans I5c,
20c and 25c. Great Bargains in Flannels and Canton Flannels,Blankets aud Bed
Comfortables. Good Plaid Flannels 12^c. Heavy Twill Flannels 15c and 20c.
Good Canton Flannels 8c. Heavy Wljiie Blankets$2.50 a pair. Largo size Bed Comfortables$1.25. Bargains in Shirtings, Tickings,Denims and Ginghams.

Defendant. J
Grand Rapids, Mich.
on Delivery.
At a session of said court, held at the Court
House, in the city of Grand Haven, in said county,
1,000 Cords Bass-wood Heading Bolts 38 in. long.
on the 4th day of November, A. D. 1880. Present,
Soft Maple
38
The Union Flag Clothing House, 34
Dan J. Arnold. Circuit Judge.
Black Ash
38
In this cause It appearingfrom affidavit on file,
Canal utreet, Grand Rapids, Mich., is
Elm
Stave
33
that the defendant Cnristina Shears is not a resiWhite
Ash
30
closing out their entire stock of Men’s
dent of this stale, but is a resident of Bear Brook,
Oak
30
In the Province of Ontario, Canada. On motion of
Youth’s and Boy’s clothing, regardlessof
Apply to
Godwin 4 Earle, complainant's solicitors,ordered
cost. Must positively be closed out by
P. PFANSTIEHL, Superintendent. that the appearance of said non-resident defendant,
Christina Shears, be entered herein within one
Holland, Mich., Dec. 13,
45-2m
January 1st. Secure your bargains before
hundred days from tho date of this order, and in
case of her appearanceshe cause her answer to
they are
41-Ow.
I
HYoi
Yourselves
_________by
, ------making
„ ----money
.. when
-----the bill of complaintto be tiled, and a cupy thereof
L
) golden chance Is offered, thereby alwayi
to be served on the Complainant'sSolicitors withkeepingpovertyfrom your door. Thosi
in twenty days afier service on her of a copy of
For a substantial ChristmasPresent,
Li who always take advantage of the goo< said
Bill and notice of tMs order; and in delault
chances
for
making
money
that
are
offered,
gen
buy one of our celebrated makes of Black
thereof, said Bill will be taken as confessed by said
orally become wealthy, while those who do no
non-resident defendant:And it is further ordered,
Cashmeres which we offer lower than any improve such chances remain in poverty. W
want many men, women, boys and girls to worl that within tifteen days the Complainautcause a
notice of this order to be publishedia the Holother house in the city.
for us right in their own localities.The businesi
land City News, a newspaper printed, published
will pay more than ten times ordinary wages. W
F. W. Wurzbukg.
and circulatingin said county, and that said publifurnish an expensive outfit and all that you need
cation be continuedtherein once in each week for
45—
Grand Rapids, Mich.
free. Noo-e who engages fails to make mnne]
six weeks in succession, or that he cause a copy of
very rapidly• You cun devote your whole time ti
this order to be personally served on said non reswork, or only your spare moments. Full in
have an immense assortment of the
ident delendant at least tweniy dayi before the
foimatiou and all that is needed tent free.
time above prescribed lor her appearance.
Address,
STINSON
4
CO.,
Portland,
Maine
Felt Skirts in fifty different styles, rang45—

Holidays

10,000 yards New Styles, Fast Color Prints for Holiday trade, only 5 cts. Best
Tycoon Repps 20cts a yard, worth 25 cts. 500 pieces Alpacas in all the new shades at
12}£ cts., worth 18 cts. Great Bargains in new and desirable Dress Goods at 20 cts.,
25 cts. and 30 cts. Handsome Dress Goods 8c and 10c. Fine All Wool Black and
Colored Cashmere at 45c and 50c.
Great Bargains in Black Silks. Good Black Silks at 75c, 85c and $1.00. Black
Silks at $1.50, worth $2 00. Great pargains in Felt Skirts and Balmoral Skirts, useful Holiday presents. Great Bargainsin Cloaks, Shawls and Dolmans. Good Beaver
Cloaks $2.00, $3.00 $4 00, $5,00, and upward. Broche Shawls $5 00 and upward.
Great Bargainsin Single aud Double Woolen Shawls and Beaver Shawls. Our Prices
on all kinds of Shawls and Cloaks are the lowest, our goods the newest.

MOHR.

From Three to Six thousand Cords of Bolls at
the Stave Factory of J.F1XTER, (formerly E.
Van dcr Veen 4 Co.,) for which we will pay O AS II

Cor. Canal and Bronson Streets,

will go the farthest.

Substantial Presents are the Wisest Ones!

Complainant,

W. Wurzburg,

F.

it

JACOB VAN PUTTEN,
JAN PAUELS,

WANTED.

to $9.

Velvet Shawls, $10

M.

Spend your money carefully and where

Holland, Mich., Nov. 17th, 1880.

20 to 3h cords of Maple cr Beach 4 feet wood.
Inquire of

$5, and $6.

a

Michigan.

Wanted.

-

in the

of

mortgage, on

BRANDIES, WINES, ETC.

BUYING HOLLIDAY GOODS!!

pvKFAULT having
U
ecutedaud

J.

DEMINO.

1880.
H.

Call and See for Yourself.

44-tf

Holland, April 17,

Duursema.

1880.

10-

L.

&

S.

VAN .DEN
BERGE,
. - -HOLLAND, MICH

EIGHTH STREET

m
Eggs 25 cents per dozen.

jottings!.

Icii

urday.

Christmas and New Years fulls on

Christmas next Saturday.

ought to be cheap next summer.

A Christmas party will

Sat-

be given

at

Olive Centre, on ChristmasEve.

v

Let there te Light! Fall and Winter
Not only sunlight, but the Electric C3"
C5 HD
—

Light, as at the

To the farmer— keep chickens and

Mr.

sell

had

eggs at 25c pr. doz.

J. Alberti, sold all

his hones, and

Chicago to puichase a new

to start for

lot.

Mr.
town

A. Flietstra and family were
week

this

Skating on Black Lake— but the

Mrs. C. Andrews, of Denver, Col., only
daughter of Mrs. J. Meyers,

is

lisher

ice is
level

nicely.

it

in town

visitingher relatives.
Miss Julia F. Lee gave two readings in

we

are told that

43-3w

the audience was a failure.
a rain

and

on hand.

List of lelteis remaining in the

post,

our old friend,Mr.
Wm. Bacon, died on Tuesday night, and
was buried on ^Thursday/ She leaves
chi dr
1

e

wife of

n

,~too^o u

loas, to console

readers who are preparingfor holiday re

11,933. This Is certainlya formduble

him

n

gto

realize their

in this terrible afilic-

attention of our readers to

Just before R. A. Kanters left for Texas

mer.

kegon, wanting girls, in another column.
Girls, who prefer this work to the kitchen,

to the

at

once

Church

on Tuesday

evening, Dec. 21.

Refreshments will be served and

large assortment of hand- time is

Bksideh a

will give a spectacle social, at the

City Hotel,

company at Muskegon.

a

expecled. Admission 15

good

The charming little operetta “The
Land of Nod" has proved a popular hit
Christmasnumber

for the

of St.

goods, Mr. E. Herold has added sewing

adapted to any season of the year.

27, Daughters of

Rebecca, I. O. O. F., will give a public
41

New Year Hop” on

Lovers ot
tend

to have

New

dance assure

the

Year’s Eve.

us that they in-

one of these “ old time” en-

tertainments, about

which every partici-

pant speak* with nraise after

it Is over.

Mr. William Borgers, of Beaverdam,
aged about twenty years, who has been
suffering several years

died

from

A noted physician of New
writes to a friend: "i have in

York,

my mind

a

and attractiveadditional music has

places,

and a complication been written for three or four of the recikidney disorders, that was permanently tations,which Scribner & Co. will send to
cured by the use of Prof. Guilmette’s those desirous of bringing out the opFrench Kidney Pads.” The

druggists

eretta.

men

Intend to return the compliment

and in perfect order, and the following

some future day.

at

officers

A YOUNG

man

hy the

name of

Schaftc-

were duly elected:

II. C.

We

WARD

DRUG STORE,
Dr.E.A.Schouten,

have a big stock and assortmentof

T&MS, mill id MELINfi

Ml

EVERY GRADE OF

PK-OFRIETOIt.
This new store will keep a full supply of the beat
and Hurst
Itiiciiisi,fitfioerii!,Toiltt illicit,

Men and Boys Underwear.
We

Merchant

Cigin,

Writing Material, Snuff,
And the finest assortmentof

are the Leading

Tailors,

Wines &

Liquors,

was dressed by Dr. Van Putlen, and
patient is now doing well.

the

One

known world. week
of E.

of the best

is

news items we have

ITEMS.

Van der Veen

&

Sleighing has been rather poor, but

this

the purchaseof the stave-factory

-

OF

-

Compound Syrup of Rhubarb.

PIERCE

E. S.

UNDER THE TOWER CLOCK,

Gr*nd Rapids Michigan.

still large quantities

of hogs, wood, etc.

Co. by Mr. J. Fix- are being brought into the market every

Milwaukee. This gentleman Is re- day and are finding a ready sale. The
Grand Rapids for this district, on Monday
puted
to
be wealthy, doing a large coop- latter articleis retailingat $4 per cord for
Dec. 20th, 1880, and several of our local
ering
business
in Milwaukee,who will dry beech.
brethrenwill attend. What will the old
ter, of

This

!

Boot & Kramer.

& A. Steketee

SHAWLS

Wo respectfullyInvite tlie attention of oar cl ir.cns to the stock of goods which wr have opened
one door east of E. Van der Veen’s hardware alorc,
and the prices for which wc offer them.

large assortment of

AND LADIES &

MISSES’

Teas, Coffees, sugars, Spices,

Laundry and

CLOAKS.

Underwear for both Sexes. Flannel and Woolen
Blankets, Ribbons— as fine an assortmentas
any In the city— cheap. Nubias, Misses
and Children’s Knit Hoods.

COLUMBIA AND OTHER YARNS.
Dress

NEW FIRM!

!

Just Received at ihe Store of

a

night.

Prescriptionscarefully compound at al -hoara
day or
. 86-ly

New Stock! New Store!

Read
P.

FILLS

-A-XTE

82-3mo

GRAND HAVEN

OILS,

GREAT WARDROBE M-BILIS INS mUM

Thos.

and lodge work of the Independent Order

lodge of Instruction will meet at

•

SUITS, well made,

strong sewed andt’heap.

Malrau,

W. M.; E. M. Williams, 8. W.;

Several friends of the Messrs. Kanters
A great many people are availing them
have come in during Friday to get some saw them off on the train on Tuesday
notices or advertisementsinserted,which morning last. The crew ot workingmen selves of this cold weather to get their ice
should have been in our hands on Thurs- followed them the next day. Mr. R. houses filled. The ice is from 9 to 12
day. This we cannot do any longer. We Kanters & Son have made slill another inches thick, and clear as crystal.
must have Friday to ourselves, and no contract with the government for brushOn Tuesday night we received quite a
notice or advertisementw\\\ be taken here- woik to be constructed on the Brazos. It
shower of rain, which entirelyspoiled the
after later than Thursday evening for that seems now as if they would have work
already poor sleighing, but now it looks
week’s issue.
enough in Texas to keep them there four
as if we were going to have another cold
years. We hope success may attend
spell.
Thr entire work, ot initiation,degrees them.

The new

city.

Van Pntten & Sons.

FAINTS AND

drifted into trouble. Gradually, customers

1st, 1881, throughout the

team and deliver gobf’l

(for Medicinaluse only,)
And keep all the best Woolen Clolhea made In
On Wednesday evening last Unity the world. Suits or single garmentsmade to order
The ladies of the first Ward gave a fine
Short Notice, by the beat artists and for less
Lodge
No. 191, F. & A. M. held their on
And almost everything else belonging In a well
leap year party at the Phoenix Hotel, on
money than same goods can be bought In Chicago
s ocked drug store.
or Detroit.
Thursday evening of last week, which annual election of officers. The attendMr. O. A. Honing, will be pleased to sec hla
was well attended and proved a decided ance was very large; the membership is friends when in the city and snow them every at- The above firm are the manafactarera of DR
increasingfast; the best of feeling pre- tention where all are welcome at the
SCHOUTEN’S
success. We are informed that the gentlevailed; the finances were found plenty

by the mild climate. His body was sent of his thumbs in the machine and had it Cbas. M. Woodruff, J. D.; W. II. Kingshome, and was interred at Zeeland on badly lacerated and broken. The wound land, Tyler.

of Odd Fellows will change on January

own

them.

sell

where he had naar, while at work with a strawcutler, McMaatcr, J. W.; D. L. Boyd, Sec’y; E.
been some time, in hopes of getting cured last week, for Mrs. Van den Berg, got one Herold, Treas. ; Allred A. Huntley,8. D.;

leniency we have

nur

FIRST

already in active preparationin many

in Florida, last week,

Through our own

Have

free of charge in the

Holland, Sept. 34th. 1880.

PIERCE’S

SCHOOL

It is

sufferer from gravel

bronchitis,

Wednesday last.

PROVISIONS, also

of

fall line

ETC.

AT

IN PRICES

&

Three doors East of Kruisengs’ iStore.

ROYS’

of

and look over his stock.

Erotua Lodge No.

NO RISE

in Silks

O-HjOOBR/IES
YANKEE NOTIONS,

cents. It is easily gotten up, at slight expense,

and proves a delightfulentertainment,

runs easy and noiseless. Call at his store

A

G.
Large Stock, Very Cheap.

Nicholas.

some shoes and slippers, boots and rubber All are cordially invited.

machines to his wares offered for sale.
He sells the “New Remington,”which

gradj.

AND CHILDREN CLOTHING,

E. S.

ladies of Grace (Episcopal)

of

Satins, Table Linpns, etc.,

specialty, failed to accomplish last sum-

a place.

The young

all

2500 Overcoatsto Select from every style.

clean and easy work, rooms which was completelysuccessful and satisfactory to the family— a job which a
well warmed, wages 50c. to $1.35 pr. day,
Chicago “ professor” in the eye and ear
steady employment. Apply at once and

NECKTIES, and all klnda

Ribbons, Trimmings

MANUFACTURE.

OUlt OlVN

light,

of

-ALSO,-

ONE PRICE TO ALL

Twenty five Girls Wanted.— At the he had an operation performed on one of
BOYS
Basket Factory at Muskegon, Mich his eyes by Dr. R. B. Best, of this city,

full line

Gents’ Furnishing Gods,

WINTER

1500 Woolen Suits to select from

terated.

othar

Woolen Yarn,

are now offeringfor

FALL AND

not. You know
cents by paying in

His goods are first-class,pure and unadul-

the notice of the basket factory, at Mus- secure

can earn good wages by applying

you can make 50

that

A complete variety of Germantown and

A

We

August Lundblad, in another column. advance.

Work

tion.

WKcall the

invite all to call and examine the Immense
Block of Men's, Yontha and Boj b

CLOTHING Hosiery, Socks.

they wish to continueor

ceplions, to the advertisement of Mr.

on hind.

Thr young

We

-

Also, 100,000 pickets, and

FLANNELS.

Ibt, nur

•

000

WATER PROOF,
and a novelty In SKIRTS— {beautiful cashmere)

a

--

CASHMERES,

Satin Sklrir,etc..etc.

For the seven days ending Dec.

thaw, which broke office at Holland, Mich., Dec. 16, 1880: array of figures for seven days work;
up our sleighing, we have some fine cold, John Bennet, Cbas. A. Baker, Elmer M.
Quite a number of subscriptions fall
Kent, Hanna Avery.
clear weather at this time of writing.
due with Christmas and New Years, and
Wm. Verbkkk, P. M.
William Bakker & Son, Grand Haven,
those readers will do us a favor to let us
We call the attention of those of our know, just as soon ns possible,whether
Mich., report 0,000,000 feet cut, and 2,000,

After

They have all kinds of

bill to!

will introduce, post-office sent out, or mailed, 1,300 letters;
4,988 papers; 5,085 of miscellaneous packin the senate in a day or two.
ages and parcels; 450 postal cards— in all

it

be able to select goods equally as well.

ounce. He

cents per half

PUHEN& SONS.

VAN

DRESS GOODS,

save money by doing so.

Senator Blaine has prepared a

G.

In order that Mechanics,Workingmen
Subscribe for your Magazinesand
newspapersat H. D. Post's. You can and all others who can not call during llit‘
day time, can do so in the evening,and

reduce letter postage from three to two

this city this week, but

Great Wardrobe,

in

visiling friends.

ot

A. B.

public printer at Washington.

rough. One more good thaw would

r

Turner, of Grand Rapids, pubof The EiirjlC;is a candidate for

S—

have Just arrived at the store

Goods from 10c and upward, and a
sortmentof Ladies’ Bklrts.

Soaps,

Toilet,

etc., etc.

Our 40 cent Tea Is railed A No. 1 for the price by
expert Judges. Fine Candice, Tobaccos rid
Cigars, Toys, Notions, Flower Pole, Hanging
BasketsIn great variety.

full as-

-

ALL CHEAP

CASH.

FC(R

Genta’ White Shirts— Ihe best 50c Shirt
— -‘—o—
exposures be worth after the 1st of next need all the staves he manufactures here,
ever sold In Holland.
The propellers Truesdell,Menominee
Give ns a trial and you will be pleased with
and a great many more. Ho has apmonth?
grade always on hand at goods and Prices.
and city of Ludingtonarrived here on Feathersof the best
bottom figures.
pointed Mr. P. Pfanstiehl as his superin“Come rally 'round the flag, boya,
Thursday night of last week, after cruisShoutingthe battlecry of Freedom I"
tendent, who Is already purchasing all the
A Full Stock oL
slave bolts he can get, and as

We

call

the attention of the public to

the announcement of the meeting of the

Farmers and FruitgrowersAssociation, on

contracts as he

can make

for the future.

Mr. Fixture pays cash for
tends to start

up

many more

bolts,

and

the factory,running

ing off here In the ice all
first trip of the city of
is

a

new

day. This is the
Ludington.She

boat, built at Manitowoc last sum-

In-

mer, for the Goodrich Transportation Co.,
it

to

and

Friday, Dec. 24th, at the law-officeof Mr.

is

commanded by

Capt. J. Gilman.

No

GROCERIES
A

Tee than ever; Roasted Coff'e of
many varieties The best cheere. New Hoi nd
Herring, bv the keg or piece. T
The Best Oat Meal

Now

that4the farmers and

i

BOOT & KRAMER.
Holland, Mich., June

Balfe

over the hull, which gives her a great

see that Opera, the “Bleeping Queen,” with Offen- capacity for carrying freight on deck.
everythingis in good working order and bach’s Comic Opera, the “ Rose of AuAs is probably well known to every
thoroughly understood, and will then vergne” as an afterpiece.In the " Sleepelect,

intends to take the

ing Queen” Matilda Scott-Paine acted and

pany his invalid wife, who has been ad- sane the part of the Queen, in a manner
vised to take this step by the best phy- and tone altogether surprising to hear and
sicians of Grand Rapids and this city. It
is quite

a journey for an invalid, but we

sincerely

hope

that

in better health.

she may return

to

us

We understand that he
Van Schelven as bis

will appoint Mr. G.

deputy during his absence, and
the latter part of January.

Mr. Theodore Castor, of

start

about

Salem, ^is

saw mill at Burnip'a Corners,
and will have it ready for work in a few
weeks. He owns about 5,000,000feet of
pine, and will be able to buy a large
building a

quantity besides. He

is

Otto Breyman

office,

leave for a long visit to Texas to accom-

Planing Mill

also intending to

manufacture lath and shingles. A large

in

a

amount of whitewood, ash, oak and hem- poor, but where can amateur musiciansor
strive

a

In that part

Henry Ebmyer,

of the county.

J0SLIJI <£

mEYXAJf,

Democrat.

who

Planing, Matching,

%(m.\

aven has the honor of being the head-

Re-Sawing Done.

uarters of Co. F, 2nd Reg’t. of M. S. T.,

fee, paid

bis

fine,

which only amounts to

to reach than by witnessingsuch

after an

adjournment the case came on for

tainment find better recompensefor the

which time it appeared that
Captain Monty, although elected by the

All Kinds of Spectacles.

of Saugatuck, is superin- price of their ticket,than 6> see acting company, and acknowledged by the Adjn-

summer.— Affcyan

satisfy all

WE HAVE

IDE/IT

A

STEAM

KILiET

AMD TUB

DRYING OF LUMBER WK SHALL
MAKE A SPECIALTY. 4
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anythingIn oar line manofactared on ekovi
notice.

88-lT

WERKMAN

A

VAN ARK.

MEAT MARKET
—

IN THE-

FIRST WARD,

better idea of the goal they two dollars,but Mr. J. Nesser kicked, and

with two run of stone, at the Cor- beard nothing

ners next

And we are confidentwe can

erson in the State of Michigan,Grand

tending the erection of this mill. Mr. and hearing excellent music combined. tant-Generalas captain, had not yet reCastor intends to erect a new flouring It was a decided treat to us, and we have ceived bis commission as such, and the
mill,

Machinery of the most Approved Patterns,

want

terial will be marketed at the mills for artistic productions, or the lovers of enter- hearing, at

improvements

new shop we have purchaaed
entirely new

small

lock logs is in ready supply io that neigh- pupils get

borhood. This lumber and building ma-

In rebuilding our

Successorto

town. Her highest notes
being the cofiipany which created such
ere soft, smooth and pleasing. She was
“ furore" in capturing the gun (which,
andsomely supported by Miss E. Groom
owever, they did not get as yet) at the
inard, as Donna Agnes, Mr. Chas. G late encampment at Kalamazoo. During
msden, as Don PhilippeD’Aguillar, and last fall Capt. Mower resigned, and Lieut.
r. W. Scott Phillips, as Regent. Mr. Monty was elected captain of the comhillips’acting was very good, and Mr. pany. This election seems to have given
Amsden’s solo to the sleeping queen was Lffence to some of the ‘‘boys,” and reWatchmakers | Jewelers,
superb, and displayed a tenor voice which/ sulted in their non-attendanceat company
may become reuown^TirfaafaUika sfflg- drill. To remedy this evil CapUin Monty
DEALERS IN
ing and acting was so much superiorto went before Jdstice Pagelson and bad a
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
anything we have had here and superior warrant Issued for two of the refractory
to the common traveling musical enter- members. One of them, rather than to go
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
tainments, that it was a happy surprise. through the vexation of a trial and the
We are sorry to say that the house was consequent loss of time, and an attorney
see

1879.

21.

IPHCENTX

-

Mr. L. T. Kanters, couuty-treasureiEdward Paine, they produced

Goods.

better 50c

fullest capacity, in a few weeks. See
She is 840 tons burthen, and appears to be
always on hand and fresh, etc., etc.
advertisement for stave bolls in another
strongly built, but is, by sailors, adjudged
fruitgrowers have plenty of time, we hope
column.
Salt by the pound or barrel— Harris &
to be no beauty. The cabins are not finthey will turn out and attend a meeting
Smith’s Safety Lamps, and1 many more
For
once
in
our
”
dreary
life
in
the
wi\
ished as yet, having received only a primwhich can only result in one thing, and
goods, too numerous to mention.
that is, mutual benefit. Come up, and derness”we have had an entertainmentving coat of paint, but are high and roomy
Come and inspect our Stock.
enough to make very comfortableaparttell your experience, and pocket your which was instructive,beautifuland
P. * A. STEKETEE.
ments. She has false sides, in which she
neighbors. Build upl Build each other tlstic. We refer to the Matilda Scot
Holland, Oct. lit, 1880.
Paine Opera Company. Under the d
somewhat resembles the ill-fatedIronupl Now is your opportunity!
rection of the accomplished musician
sides; on account of her guards projecting
its

A. Visscher.

Show

trouble to

to

the contrary from any complaint, alleging him

one who was there.

well as

commander,was

to

be captain as

dismissed.

Vail Else ef

GdM Peas.

The undersignedannounces to the Pibllc that
they have finished their new Meat Market and are
now ready to aapply their caatomerswith all kind*
of Meats and Saneages . By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving aatlefaction
to all those who with to favor them with part of
their trade. t
The etand la one door west of the etore on the
corner of Eighth an Fish Street.

Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Hoi aaxd, March

34.1880.

6-ly.

W. BUTKAU.
J. VAN ZOEKEN.
Holland, JuTY

14,

1878.

THOSE CHRISTMAS BILLS.
Those Chris tmu bills1 those Christmas
How many a heart with anguish fills,

bills

cordially, asking her where she had
been this long time. She saw through
me in a moment and showed me that

!

“Most certainlynot.” The answer
she did by disregarding my question came cool, calm, determined.I was
entirely and presenting me at once to startled and murmured confusedly:
her friend. Miss Lyle. I had seen a
“ What do you mean ?”
good many masculine eyes regarding
“ I mean that you might have saved
Miss Lyle with interest during the even- yourselfsome trouble if you had asked
ing, and I now perceived the owner of me this question a good deal sooner,”
one pair of these approaching Miss Al- she said, “and I am not conscious of
den with what I divined to lie the same feeling particularly flattered at the offer
intention that had brought me hither a of a hand so distinctly and widely sepmoment before ; so while he was stop- arated from the heart. However, the
ping to shake hands with Clara I offered point is that I have refused yoft ; so you
my hands to Miss Lyle and we glided ofl may make the most of that. You
together. A few adroit questionson my needn’t wait now. I know you are impart elicitedthe fact that M&s Lyle and
patient, as it is time to prepare for the
Mbs Alden had been schoolmates,who rink. I have declinedto marry you, but
had not met for some years, and I fur- I feel enough interest in you to wish you
thermore discoveredthat Miss Lyle was success. Perhaps to-night I shall be
stopping in town with relatives who able to offer my congratulations.”
happened to be old acquaintances of
She offered her hand, and I took it in
mine. So, after we parted that night, a sort of daze, which lasted all the while

When

knocks, and rings, and postmen’s feet
Hake echoing noises through the street ;

And passing round from door to door,
Leare horrid notes which thus ,l Implore
Tour kind attention;pleaseto par ;
• Our books are closed on New Years day.”

•

The wine we bought is all used out
And left no trace (exceptthe gout),
Yet port and sherry,pale aad brown,
In hideous columns are put down.

The butcher, too ! It can’t be that
• So manr Jointsof lean and fat
Were all consumed within this house,
Which cook asserts would starvea mouse.
‘
•

'

ni not believe It, nor that tea
Could such a source of ruin 1m;
And surely this can’t be the price
Of figs and almonds, prunes and spice

MARRYINtf TITLES.

can. I know I don’t deserve you;

I

but, will you marry me ?”

I

We haven’t lived on lard and cheese,
Yet rows of figures stand for these.
And here's the draper 1 Now my wifi
Has gone In debt, I’U bet my life.

A Pew

Foots RerardlitrNarh Harrlnfrs.

VEGETINE.

(Ptris Cor. Phlltd'lphift Telegraph.)

Now, without entering into any further
argument on this much discussed topic,
I shall briefly sketch the results of a few
of these unions as they came under my
own observation.
Case No. 1 is that of a titled gentleman
who espoused, after the usual preliminaries of dowry aud settlements, the
daughter of a celebrated American
financier.After a few years of marriage
the lady died, leaving for her spouse the
father of an only child— a daughter.
Time passed on, aud the husband consoled himself with one of the most beautiful

aud

monde

notorious
of Paris,

FROM

In

WHIC/H VEGETINE IS

MADE

Powder Form,
SOLD FOR

50 Cents a

Package.

VEGETINE
For Kidney Complaint and

members of the demiand finally ended by

marrying her. The famiy of the

The Barks, Roots and Herbs

„

Nervous Debility.

first

ISLtBDOBO, Me., Dec. 28, 1877.
Mb. Stevens:
Dtar Mr— I had had a cough for eighteen yeara, when
I commenced taking the Vegetlne. I was Tery low ; ray
aj-atem waa debilitated
by diaeaae. I hid the Kidney
Complaint,and waa Terr neirnua—cough bad, lunga sore.
When I had taken one bottle I found it wai helping me;
it haa hel|ied my cough, and It atrengthoname. I am
now able to do ray work. Never have found anything
like the Vegetlne. I know it U everythingIt U recommended to
Mbs. A. J. PENDLETON.

wife were naturally anxious to rescue the

from the contaminationof her
step-mother’s influence and training.
But the titled papa set so extortionate
a pride on the possessionof his child
that her grandparents were forced to op•Oh, happy time! oh, peaceful hours!
pose a negative to his demands. ConOf making love and tending flowers;
sequentlythe daughter of the American
The simple blessings Heaven grsnte—
•Good gracious,here’s a bill for plants
belle remains in the hands of a woman
Dr,
Writes
rl,
who
was
famed
for
her
depravity,
ever
0 read no more, they'd drive me wild;
l0V
r1'
ttj had over Messed. among the depraved women of the class .Scrofula, Liver Complaint,Dysncptia.
is in
while in reality I was head over
heels
m i! christmas sccne
I'll have my own “ petition filed."
IthruinatUiii,Weukne**.
love with another. For I had no doubt
We’ve ridden at the “ pace that kills — "
There were evergreen garlands hanging from which she sprung.
about my feeling in this matter ; it was
H. R. Stevknr. Boatnn:
1 cannot pay these Christmas bills.
Case No. 2 opened with a fair prospect
I Have bwn nracflcingmedicine for twenty-five yeara,
unmistakable.I smiled grimly now around, with holly bushes about here
B. « remedy lor Scrofula, Liver Coinjilaint.Dyapepof happiness on the part of the newly- mid
Mu, Rlieum.itlam,Weakneaa, and all dlieaaoaof the
when I remembered the days in which I and there, and many of the characters
had been gotten up iu dresses appropri- wedded pair. The bride was beautiful, blood 1 hive never found lt*ei|ual. I have sold Vegetlne
for seven years, and have never had one Imttlo returned.
CHARMER.” had boasted of not possessing a jealous
gentle, intelligent, accomplished, a de- I would heartily recommend il to those in need of a blood
Du. W. ROSS, Druggist,
vout Catholic,and passionatelyin love
I was in a quandary, as I think you
Sept.
1878.
Wilton,Iowa.
with her husband. He, on the other
will admit when i have stated my case, infuriated if she danced and stated with i ?.les l1'1110.11wcre
™<1
VegetlneIn Powder Form is .old by all drugand it was exceedinglyprovoking to be any one but me, and when I saw aome I ^}e .b“d was. Pla/V'g .™ch. 'fP1™? hand, was young and handsome, and gists nod general atoies.If you cannot buy It of them,
incloee filly cent" In po.t.gestamps for one package,
though
hp
had
sown
his
wild
oats
rather
conscious that I was looked ui>on by all awkward, clumsy man ran against her ! Chnstmaa muac I felt intoxicated with
or one dollar for two pack igea, and I will tend it by
profusely, and reaped therefroma plentireturn mail.
my acquaintances as the luckiest man once at the rink I felt like choking him i th« ben"tJr
scene,
ful crop of debts, there was every hope
in town, while I bore in my bosom the when she smiled at his apology To ; and' Puttmg
8kato8- 1 waa sklminward conviction that I was the most tell the truth I was positively wretehed.
I
in the enjoyment of a fixed and setinvolved and bothered being in exist- If Daisy had never come I could have when I came face to face with the lionPRKPARKD RY
ence. Up to a month back, I suppose I got along very well with Clara, I told niest little vision mortal eyes were ever tied income he might see the error of his
permitted
to
see.
It
was
Daisy,
"ays
and
settle
down
into
a
steady
memmight, with some show of reasonable- myself. There had l>een a tacit, if not
dressed as Christmas, in a dress which i her of society. As regards the fortune, H. R. STEVENS, Boston, Mass.
ness, have been called lucky, for Miss
an expressed, understanding on the score
Clara Alden, the recognizedbelle of the of our relationship among all our looked as if it were made of snow and be displayed, as is usual in such cases,
season, smiled upon me, and the cur- friends, and 1 would have been a verv trimmed with icicles. I don’t know ; a vast amount of anxiety respectingit,
how the very cleverest imitative art i refusing even to drive out with his
rent impressionprevailed that, if 1 cheerlul and attentive spouse to Clara
could have devised such a thing. | betrothed and her mother before all
would go in, I’d win.
I had never seen Daisy ; and, on the
She had a wreath of holly leaves and fimflicial preliminarieswere arranged,
Well, I did go in. That’s the mis- other hand, if I had never seen Clara, I
berries on her hair, and bunches of the for fear of compromisinghimself. Nor
chief of it. I went in just far enough to might now perhaps succeed in winning
same about her dress. She was skating could he well forgive his future fathercommit myself to the contest, but, l>c- Daisy’s hand, aud with it everlasting
with a young man dressed as Santa in-law for so tying up the young wife’s
fore I hud sighted the winning post, happiness. It was just a case o!
Claus, who, however, gave way when dowry that it could not bo squandered.
How happy could I 1m with either,
•omething happened to give me pause.
I glided up, and we skimmed away However, their wedded life began
Were t’other dear charmer
We were at the skating-rink one night,
together. I was too happy to speak, the smoothly enough. Then came rumors
I
sometimes
wondered
whether
Clara
a large party of us, Miss Alden being of
glorious possibility of what might bo of the conjugal infidelities on the husthe number. Her special escort was a did not partly see through me. She had
awaiting me burst upon me with such band’s part, of gross neglect, and finally
such
an
odd
way
of
looking
at
me
some
young foreigner, who was being a good
of actual corporal ill-usageinflicted on
deal lionizedin society just then, and times with such a shrewd smile; but she vividness. But presently I became conhis charming wife. In the language of
scious
that
she
was
speaking
to
me.
Oara seemed to take a marked interest treated me better than ever. She was
She
was
praising my costume, which my information, “he used to lieat her!
really
a
splendid
creature,
and,
under
in him. It did not concern mo in the
like a sack.” He, the representative of
least to observe this, for since I had imaginable circumstances,I might have opened up to me an opportunity which
you
may
be
sure
I
made
the
most
of.
one
of the oldest and noblest bouses of
fancied myself to be in love with Clara learned to love her very much, m a cerShe blushed with pleasure at my praise, Europe, did not disdain to lift his hand
tain
way.
So
things
drifted
on
until
Alden I had had reason to congratulate
against the hapless lady who, for her
80» 1)0111 of lLS in ft consciousflutter,
myself upon the assurance that I was Christmas came. On Christmas night
own sorrow, hud liought him and paid
there
was
to
be
a
grand,
fancy-dress
came
upon
Clara
Alden,
joyously
lEct of a jealous temperament. I infor him with a price. The end of the
tended pretty soon to tender to Miss ball at the rink. Daisy was going and (lressetl ani1 escorted by her Englishman.
saving ' Th^
us, Miss Alden whole matter Is a legal separation. The
Alden a good-sized heart and a good- so was Clara, and itt goes without saying
saying as they did so
husband has gone off to his lady-love,
that
I
was
on
hand.
My
perplexities
sized hand and a fairly good-sized fort“ Have you been to the little sitting- and the wife, not yet thirty and in the
were
at
their
height.
I
was
more
in
une, and I sincerely hoped she would
rooms curtainedoff at that end? No one very fullness and perfection of her
accept them. Until then, aud indeed love with Daisy than ever, but fully
seems to have discovered them yet, womanly charms, has token refuge once
alive
to
the
matter
of
my
duty
in
anafter then, always within the limits of
There la no civilizednation In the Weatern Hemisphere
though they are one of the features of the more under the parental roof.
other
quarter.
It
was
beginning
to
•good taste, she was free to receive the
In which the utilityof Hoetotter'a Stomach Bitten,aa a
evening. I think it is such a good idea,
Case No. 3 is that of an American girl tonic, corrective and anti hilloua medicine,la not known
attentions of any man or woman whose wear on me terribly and I concluded to
who became the wile of a noble of long and appreciated.While it ia a medicine for all aeaaona
call
in
the
advice
of
my
friend
Porter,
a
al!d
thcy
aro
beautifully
decorated
;
but
•society gave her pleasure. I think Miss
descent a few years ago, and who in- and all cllmatea, It ia especially auited to the complaint*
Alden and I understood each other per- prudent and sagacious fellow, in whose , cn we b>°ked in just now both of
1
T
them
were
empty.
However,
as
soon
as
stantly “cut” everyone of her former generated by the weather, being the purest and beat
fectly. We were very old friends, and judgment I had unlimited confidence.
somebody
leads,
they
will
be
full
enough.
acquaintances,
avowing her intention ol vegetable atlraulant in the world.
the suitabilityof an alliance between us How fondly I hoped lie might decide
Hr For sale by Druggistsand Dealen, to whom apply
Suppose
you
two
lead.”
henceforward
associating
only with “the
had been frequentlysuggested to each that I was under no obligationto Miss
She skated off then with her compan- aristocracy.”Of lute she has had no for Hostetler's Almanac for 1881.
Alden.
And
how
differently
he
did
deover since we could remember. I was
ion, and Daisy and I went to obey her chance to associate with the particular
quite contented with this conditionof cide ! He was perfectly astoundedat
70,000 SOLD YEARLY,
my confession. Miss Alden, he said, behest But into that little curtained specimen of the aristocracy who became
affairs,and even supposed myself to be
The growing popularity and naafulnena at
apartment you are forbidden to enter. her husband, as they are legally separated,
was
one
woman
picked
out
of
10,000,
very
or PAKLOK ORGAN* In shown
much handsomer, much richer, much I Suffice it for you that, when presently and while she resides in Paris in a rather CABINET
by the Tart that Seventy Thousand are sold
Well, this night at the rink I had seen
more distinguishedthan Miss Lyle; I Daisy and I emerged, we encounteredMiss modest style, lie is to be seen at half the yearly la the United Ntates. The best are the
Clara skate off with her Englishman,
must be out of my senses. In short, lie Alden at once, and when she leaned prominent watering-placesof Europe
and with an unperturbed spirit I was
wound up by saying that I was in honor toward mo and whispered : “ Am I to driving the most dashing members of
skimming around the rink alone when,
bound to address Miss Alden, though, 1 congratulateyou ? ” I bowed my head in the dani-monde on the public promejust behind mo, I heard a little scream
nades. in his open carriage.
and a little scramble and somebody fell. for his part, he began to doubt whether J happy assent,
Only Once.
The next instant, us I turned, I met a that splendidcreature could consent
marry a man who was so preposterously
French Way of Washing Clothes,
pair of imploring and beautiful eyes,
Of the 15,000 words in Shakspeare,
avstem of washing clothes in about 5,000 of them appear only once ; which have been awarded biohkst Dianjtcriomroa
and an imploring aud beautiful voice blind as not to see that she was second j
DXXONSTBATED UT’XRIORITTat KTBBT OITB of the
to no woman in existence. This was on VOgne in Rome French towns is worthy of words beginning with a, 364 appear
•cried out
GREAT WORLD’S Industrial Exhibitionsfor thirteen
mention. Its economy is so only once ; and with m, 310. Among years, vWiovt ons linglt ext *p lion.
“ Oh, won’t you please pick me up?” Christmas day. I had been to Porter s
aa to
reduce the cost, those beginning with m that occur but
STYLES
1 eagerly clasped the little hands and room to have a talk with hm, knowing ,
are ready this season with Important Improvementa.
he
would
be
at
leisure,
and
the
result
>piiis
is
the
process
:
Two
pounds
of
drew the prostrate young lady to her
once are, “magical, mirthful, mirth- FOR LAROK CHURCHES, splendidorgans, with great
feet I was just in time, for half a was that he entirely convincedme of 8oap ^ reduced with a little water to moving, moss-grown, moonbeams, mat- power and variety, at 8570, 8480, 8300 and leaa prices
dozen other men had hurried to the what I ought to do. Still it was very : pyjp^ which having been slightly in, mural, magnificence,meander, mas- FOR SMALLER CHURCHES, SCHOOLS, Ac, 884 to
and upwards. SUPERB DRAWINGROOM
hard to make up my mind to it.
warmed is cooled in ten gallons of ter-piece, marrowless, martyred, nielli- 8200
spot, among whom she recognized an
STYLES at 8200 to 8510, and upwards ; A GREAT VAwater, to which is added one spoonfulof fluous.” Some, like “mechanics,mis- RIETY of SMALLER ORGANS of equal excellence,
acquaintance. She made her bow to me
I had been invited to dine with the Alturpentineoil and two spoonfulsof am- sion, maxim, magnify, malcontent, though lees capacity, or in plain cases, at 8M to 8200 and
and said her “ thank you ” very prettily,
dens that day— quite en famille, as usuAlso furnishedfob monthly or quxbtzbly
*nd then she accepted the proffered al. It gave me a sneaky feeling of late monia ; then the mixture is agitated. marsh, manna, maritime, metropolis, upwards.
payments,86 and upwards.
band of her friend and glided away from whenever I got one of these kind invita- The water is kept at a temperature medal, metaphysics, motherwit,” and a
Then organ*are certainly unrivaledfa excellence,vhile
me. Aiid do you know I did not like it ?
which can be borne by the hand. In score of others, are so familiar it seems the price* are n*t much higher than that* rtf **ry inferior
tions, but I had seen no way out of the
inetrument*.
_Z felt distinctly vexed, for you see she
tliis solutionthe white clothes aro put impossiblethat Shakspeare should not
matter but to accept, and so I bad acBefore purohaalngany organ send for latestIlluitrated
in and left there for two hours before have needed them more than once, often Catalogue (32 pp. 4to), containing full descriptionsand
hewitchingly lovely and the glimpse
cepted. When I left Porter’s room I
I'lud of her was merely tantalizing.
washing them with soap, taking care in so beautiful and poetical that one prices, Including new etylee,and much useful Informaturned my face in the direction of the
for the purchaserof any organ, which will be sent
Laet her after that many times, al- Aldens with a very heavy heart. Before the meantime to cover the tub. The Wonders they could fail to be bis favo- tion
free and poitpaid. MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN CO.,
ways with the same man whom I was
rites again and again. “ They remind 164 Tremont Street,BOSTON ; 46 East l(th Street,
'rather provoked to recognize as a
me,” says the essayist, “of the exquisite NEW YORK ; 142 Wabuh Avenue. CHICAGO
jier anj j add
add a half spoonful of turpentineand crystal bowl from which I saw’ a Jewess
< stranger. I now found myself always
pie opportunityfor watching
another spoonful of ammonia. Once and her bridegroom drink in Prague,
• watching for that one little figure and
hod to acknowledge that I hud never
washed with soap the clothes are put in and which was then dashed in pieces on
^followingit through allthelabanmthine
seen her look better. She played, too,
mazes of the surging crowd upon and sang more brilliantly than any hot water, and the blue is applied. the floor of the synagogue, or of the
This process, it is obvious, saves much Cliigi porcelain painted by Raphael,
the rink. I forgot to speak to mv acwoman I had ever seen. I could have
quaintancesas they passed, and. altime, much labor and fuel, while it which, as soon as it had been once re(A Medicine, net a Driak.)
been very proud of such a wife, I regives to the clothes a whiteness much moved from the Farnesinatable, was
though there were half a score of young
CONTAINS
flected.if—
superiorto that obtained by any other thrown into the Tiber.” His explanaladies who had a right to expect me to
HOPS, BUCHU, MANDRAKE,
join them and convov them mound the
The other guests left early, but I lin- process and the destructiveuse of the tion is that Shakspeare’s forte lay in
DANDELION,
the characterization, and that endlessly dirink, I skated on alone, in utter disre- gered. I knew perfectlywell what I washboard is not necessaryto clean the,
And th* Pobmt and BbbtMbi>ioalQualigard of every social and moral obligation ought to do, and I had been slowly mak- clothes from the impurities which theyl versified But when he sketched each
ties or all OTHBB Bitter*.
to tliat effect. Every now and then I ing up my mind to do it if the opportu- contain.
several character it seems that lie was
chanced upon Miss Alden, but I felt too nity occurred,and the opportunity did
never content till he had either found or
AH Diseasesof theBtomBeh,Bowels. Blood,
“Give Me Haggles/’
preoccupied to join, or even to observe occur. Toward nightfall every one else
fabricated the aptest words possible for
Llrer.Kidneys.snd Urinary Orgsns. herYousness,Sleeplessness
and espsslaUy
her especially, when suddenly something had withdrawn,and Clara and I were
A well known lady artist, resident in representingits form and pressure most
Female Complaints.
occurred that invested her with a lively left alone. I took a scat very near her, Rome, relates that while standing one true to life. No two characters being
IN
interest. She had been stopping to and told her I had something of a very day near the statue of the Apollo Bclvi- identical in any particularmore than
wm be paid for a case they will not cure or'
-apeak to some friends who sat without confidential nature to say to her. To dere, she suddenly liccame aware of the two faces are, no two descriptions, as
help, or for anything Impure or Injurious
;tnc railing looking on, and as she and my surpriseshe rose and walked across presence of a country-woman. The new drawn by his genius, could repeat many
found In them.
Ask your druggist for Hop Bitters snd try
iher escort were about starting out the room, touched the bell, waited until comer a well-to-do-looking American wo- of the self-same characteristic words.
them before you sleep. Take no other,
. a^ain she suddenly came face to face
the servant came, and then ordered man, introduced herself as Mrs. Baggies, Each of his vocables thus became like
D
I C. Is an absolute and irresistiblecure for
with my little beauty. There was a lights. This was a little disconcerting of — , Missouri, and then asked:
those of the 7,000 constituents of a locoDrunkenness, uso of opium, tobacco and
but when the servant had lighted the
“Is this the Apollo Belvidere?”
; gleam of recognition on both faces, aud
motive, which fits the one place it was
narcotlca.
Send roa Cibculab.
%room and departed she came back to the
then Miss Alden exclaimed
Miss H — testified to the identity of ordained to fill, but everywhereelse is
All stew told by dranitU.
44 Why, Daisy, where have you
*sofa, aud in the coolest and most matter- the work, aud the tourist then said:
out of place, and even dislocated. On
Hop BltUn Mf*. Co., RocbnWv,N. Y., A Toronto,OaL
“Considered a great statue?”
dropped from? Who would have of-fact manner asked mo to go on.
every average page of Shakspeare you
“Clara,” I began rather timidly,
thought of seeing you, of all people,
The interrogated lady replied that it was are greeted and gladdened by at least
here ?”
“you will be perfectly prepared for generally thought to l»e one of the mas- five words that you never saw before in
___
There was rather a warm greeting be- what I am going to say. You have so terpieces of the
his writings, __
and that you _____
never will
tween the two before Daisy explained
much discernment that you must have
“Manly beauty, and all that sort of i see again, speaking once and thenforseen that this moment would come. ' I thiug?” said tlie lady from the laud of the I ever holding their peace — each not only
44 1 have come for the winter and have
nave al wavs had the greatest admiration setting sun.
1 been wanting to look you up, but I only
rare, but a nonesuch—five gems just
and regard for you. I value your worth
“Yes,” responded the now amazed shown, then snatched away. Each page
. arrived yesterday. I am so glad to have
most deeply. I feel—”
artist “It is said to be one of the is thus stndded with five stars, each as
j met you here.”
Here I paused, confused and misera- noblest represeutotious
of tho human unique as the century-flower, and, like
After that I heard no more, for the
frame.”
two friends joined hands and skated ofl ble.
the night-blooming cereus, 44 the per“Never mind what you feel,” said
“ Well,” exclaimed Mrs. Haggles,clos- fume and suppliapceof a minute.” The
together. I hung about them a little
bs«» In Ura World, for sals byte*
way off, pretending to be talking to Miss Alden, coolly. “Let’s come to ing her Badeker, and with arms akimbo, mind of Shakspearewas bodied forth
aome men who were lounging about, the jxiint. The upshot of it all is— taking a lost and earnest look at the mar- as Montezuma was apparalled,whose ftt. Paol, MmeatoM laiiitMR. CO.
Thraa dollars par aors allow*!tesssttUr for break
ble, “I’ve seen the Appollo Belvidere costumes, however gorgeous, were never
and when I thought my presence would what?”
kac and snlttvastea.for particular* apply to
not prove an unpleasant interruptionI
That
______
I want
__________
to ask vou
__________
to marry ___
me. and I’ve scon Raggles. and give me Rag- twice the same. —1 Ipp incot t's MagaD. A. MoKINLAY.
. at. Fnml.
oikated toward Clara and greeted her I will do my best to make you happy, I gles.”—Boa/on Commcmal Advcrlitcr. zine*
Miss Lyle and

little girl

met often, and we were I was walking home and dressing, mid
together so much at the rink that people
until I reached the rink. When I enhad begun to remark it.
tered the room was full. What a beau-

If Eve In Eden stole the fruit.
At least she wore no silken suit,
And Adam had no billsof hors
Tor gems, or lace, or sealskinfurs.
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Wheat Lands
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scenery to the canyon of the Colorado
MONEY IN IT.
and throws the canyon of the Arkansas
[From the 8t. Louis Timei.]
A sice wash for the delicate skin of into the shade. It is upward of forty
The best investment is in that which will
infants is mode by obtaining maple miles long and the mountains rise on maintain' health. From a letter of Mr. C.
twigs. Put \ small lump of alum in and either side to the height of upward of W. Eck, No. 12 S. 5th St., St. Louis, Mo., it
boil with the twigs. Wash the tender 5,000 feet — Gunnison News.
is learned that the clerk of the Money-Order
Dent, at the ]M)stofflce in Alton, 111., Mr.
• place* with this in lieu of water.
.1 B. Kuhn, suffered for some time with inColds in the head ore always in order.
Idaho’s Mineral Wealth.
digestion and all its accompanying evils—
Some one recommends ns an easy cure,
Hon. John B. Neil, the Governor of a headache, loss of appetite and despondif attended to promptly, a teaspoonfulof
Idaho Territory,has reportedto the Sec- ency. and was surely becoming a hypochonpulverizedborax dissolved in a pint of retary of the Interior the condition and
driac. lie commenced the use of Hamburg
hot water ; when tepid snuff some up the
progress of that Territory,particularly Drops and is now well and strong again.
nostrils two 01 tliree times a day, or use
with reference to its agricultural and
the dry powdered borax like snuff, mineral resources. The report states
Good Advice.
taking a pinch as often as required.
that there are now from twelve to fifteen
Daniel Webster was once an outside
For cuts, wounds and sores: Surgeon’s million acres of land hi the Territory; | passenger on a stage-coach during a
solution of carbolic acid and pure glvc- capable of being reclaimed by irrigation, prolongedshower. A dandified fellow
erine, mixed in equal parte, and applied from ten to twelve million aeres; used i who sat next to him kept bemoaning the
on sott lint or linen cloth. Other reme- for pasturage and grazing lauds, five 1 huff that his brand new lavender pantadies, ready-prepared,
can also Ixj bought million acres; timlrer laud, ten million ; loons would be ruined by the wet, unat the drug stores. It is wise to always acres; mineral lauds, eight million acres; til Webster, tired out with listening,
have some kind of remedy on hand, as a and about five million acres arid desert grunted
bad cut or wound, taken in time, may and volcanic. The yield of wheat to
“Then why the devil don’t you keep
heal quickly, but neglected and exposed acre is sixty- five to seventy bushels, and them dry ?’’
a short tim£ a cold may settle in it, and oats sixty to seventy bushels. Within “But how can I?” queried the dandy,
produce painful, if not serious, results. the past year nearly 500,000 acres
“ Take them off and sit on them.”
Mas. Thompson, in the Evany dint. been taken up under laws for the dis- Our orator made the remainder of his
says the best remedy for sleeplessness is posnl of public lands. The census of journey in peace.
to wet a towel, apply it to the back of 1880 gives the population at 40,000,
the neck, pressing it toward the base of eluding Indians. The most important , NoREMJKDY kidney diseases heretofore
ol
u:
i Covered can be held for one moment m comthe brain and fasten the dry half of the mineral region is the Salmon
Sail non River and
parinoiiwith
with Warner’s
Wanui’a Safe Kidney and Liver
and ^,^0,,
Cyre.-C. A. Ilarwy, 1). D.. Wasfungton,D. O’.
towel oyer, so as to prevent too rapid Wood River districts.The mineral
exhalation. The effect is prompt and is fifty-twomiles in length and ten in
pleasant, cooling the brain and bringing width. The ores are silver, principally A Texas man said he preferred to fight
brittle, and sulphurate of silver
rather than act as judge of a baby
on a sweet slumber. Warm water is native,
.. .1
__ ___
11
’l
cj in it
A
better than cold. To all suffering from and galena ore. Shipments have been show. Tins is surprising, as he could
overwork, excitement or anxiety, this made to Salt Lake City which average get more fighting out of a baby show.

THE FAMILY DOCTOR.

of

Franklin's Maxims.
Plow deep while sluggards sleep, and
yon shall have com to sell and keep.
Pride is as loud as want, and a great
deal more saucy.
Silks and satins, scarlets and velvets,
put out the kitchen fire.
Diligenceis the mother of good luck.
Pride breakfasted with plenty, dined
with poverty,and supped with infamy.
Extravagance and improvidence end
at the prison door.
It is easier to build two chimneys than
to keep one in fuel.

j

-

If you would know the value of money,
go and try to borrow some.
What maintains one uce would bring
up two children.
He that goes a-borrowing returns sorrowing.
Rather go to bed supperless than rise

i

1

have

.

in-
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A life of leisure and a life of laziness
are two different things.

i

Creditorshave better memories than
debtors.

l

*

The
If

go

from $150 to $200 per ton. The galena
The Epizootic
ores carry from forty to sixty per cent,
Hm again made iU appearance in various parts
lead, and from $80 to $250 in silver. The
of the country. Ah prevention is better than
discoveries in the Salmon River District cure, the attention of owners of stock is called
Good remedies,and ready-prepared,can
also be obtained at any drug store, and are immensely rich, some veins being to UNCLE SAM’S CONDITION POWDERS.
wren itrm
unun irum
feet thick,
from 'Dies* celebratedpowders stand unrivaledfor
should be kept constantly in the house from five to fourteen
frnTn OKon tn their excellency as a preventivefrom disease,
which are taken nverno’po
averages from *>(H) to Bv mixing witll ih, fet.d tht.v wlll keep tbo ai)_
and in factories where persons are exihe ----annual yield of muu
imal ui
in the best geuunu
generalutai
health,toning up the
nosed to bums. If none of these are $1,700 per
gold
is very large. Free gold ore gives system and keeping
. the
*1-- dij
digestive organs and
liandy, apply, quickly, flour and lard,
from $15 to $40 per ton. In the Kinni- blood in a healthycondition,
mixed. Keep the wound from exposure
kinnick District the mills turned out
T*16 P°wder8 are warranted to give perfect
to the air. A good liniment for burns, the last vear over ftlOO OOfl in Imllmn Bab«facbon. Prepared by the EmmektProafter the above application, is made of
, T! on- piuetaby Co., Chicago,IU. Put up in 25 and
three ounces each of tincture of opium, Since the first discovery of gold ami silver 50-cent packages,and sold by all druggists.
m the Territory, in 1852, its mines
eamnhorated oil and soap liniment. A
good salve for cuts and bums is one-half contributed not less than $75,000,000. Tbe Voltaic Belt Co., Ittanhall, ITIlch.,
The output for the past year may not WU1 lend their Electro-Voltaic Belts to the afpound of sweet lard, one-fourthpound
exceed $300,000.
flicted upon thirty days’ trial See their adverbeeswax, one-fourthditto resin; beat all
tisement in this paper, headed, “‘On Thirty
together till w’ell mixed, and put up in
Dayi’ Trial *
Cause and Effect.
a tin box or wide-mouthed bottle.
Die main cause of nervousnessis indigestion,
Malarialfevers can be prevented, al?o other
Apply to the wound on soft cotton or
water, olive oil and
glycerine, equal parte, applied on lint.

ii
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have

you would have your business done,

; if not. send.

out money in tbe
repentance.

purchase of

----- -

To stop bleeding: Apply wet tea
leaves, or a paste of flour and vinegar,
or a cold bandage. If an artery, bandage tightly above the wound, so as to
make the knot press hard upon the artery and stop the circulation until a physician can be summoned If an arm or
leg is cut, elevate it so that the force of
gravity will aid in restraining the flow of

%

blood instead of acceleratingit. To
stop bleedingat the nose, bathe the feet
in hot water, making at the same time
some cayenne tea. Sometimes a piece
of paper or cloth folded to several thicknesses and saturatedin very cold water,
and placed between the upper lip and
jaw, pressed up as far as it will go, is
beneficial.It is easily tried. A bit of
ice wrapped in paper would answer the
same purpose.
i. The
The cold and the presparte t
sure of the t>arte
produce the desired
hung tin
effect. Holding
the arms above the
head is also recommended.If the
bleeding continues, despite the efforts to
check it, summon a physician at once.
Sometimes the ailment proves fatal.

and that is caused by weakness of the stomach.
No one can have sound nerves and good health
without using Hop Bitters to strengthenthe
stomach, purify the blood, and keep the liver
and kidneysactive, to carry off all the poisonous and waste matter of the system. See other
column.— Adoance.

RHEUMATISM
ABSOLUTELY CURED.

miasmatic diseases, by occasionally using Dr.
Sanford* Liver Invigoratur, the oldest general
Family Medicine, winch is recommended as a
cure for all disease'scaused by a disordered
liver. Eighty-page book sent tree. Address
Dr. Sanford, 102 Broadway, New York.

Ships That Have Never Been Heard
From.

;

The following European steamers have
never been beard of after leaving port :
The President, which sailed from this
port on March 11, 1841, had among her

!

passengersTyrone Power, the famous

DR.

Scalds, General Bodily
Pains,
Tooth, Ear and Headache, FrostwB
Feet and Ears, and all other
Pains and /tehee. •
Jacom 0%
“ » *aAi tur^, timple and ehtap Xxtsnd
Preparation on earth equals St.

Bjttedy. A trial an tails but the comparattialf
trifling outlay of

60 CeatS, and every on* rafertaa
with pain eaa havs cheap and podtlv* proof af

18

Directionsin Berea Langaagca.

ALKALINE REMEDY.

For a pamphlet on Electric Treatment of
chronic diseases with Electricity,which will be
sent free, address tbe McIntosh Electric Belt and
Battery Co., 192 A 194 Jackson St., Chicago, HI

Aite

__
A.

VOGELER

4

GO.,
V.

k

PENSIONS!
Law. Thousands of Soldier* sad heir* enttUafc
Psnslon*date baek to dtoeharg* or death. Iteu M*»q*4
Addreaa,with stamp,
Jfcw

GCOKOB

Drawer

M. LEMON,
Waahlagtoa,D. O.

MO.

F.

BKATTV»H

14 HTOPt, Hl’R-BAHri

TRY IT AND BE CURED.
JPJrLXOZI, 70 Oontoi.
IT.

THE D1BOSANKO MEDICINE
FIQUA, O.

Be

BalHmtrt,Md..

ORGANS!
'If ONLY $65

THE GREAT

ASX YOUR DRUGQIST FOR

DEALXn

SOLD 2T ALL DEU0QIBTB AID
IH MEDI0IHB.

DANIEL

RHEUMATIC CURE.

Yegktink in Powder Form is sold by all druggists and general stores. If you cannot buy it
of them, inclose 50 cents in postage stamps ’for
one package,or f 1 for two packages, and I
will send it by return mail. H. R. Stevens,
Boston, Mass.

ant

Inge and Sprains, Burns

BOSANKOS

& OUT. COUPLER.

Mcnt on Trial/ Warranted. CwtalosuePm..
AddreM DANIEL F. BEATTY, Waihlngton. Ntw itrwy.

CO.,

NATRONA?

___

1846, The City of Glasgow was never heard of after leaving

Lumbago, w

Bout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell*

P. O.

Evert farmer and teamstershould know that
Frazer axle grease cures sore necks and scratches
on horses.
_ _

left Sept. 22,

Neuralgia, Sciatica,

BY TUE USE 07

|

Irish comedian, and a son of the Duke
of Richmond. The Great Britain was
lost in a storm on the coast of Ireland ;

tunimiif,

Prof. Huxley, in writing upon water,
a subject of which but comparatively
little is known, says that “water may be
pure as can Ih* as regards chemical

i

lint.

von

Backache, Sorenen of th§ Ch*H>

analysis, and yet, as regards the human
body, l>e as deadly as prussic acid; nnd
on the other hand may be chemically
gross and yet do no harm to any one/’
Organic matter, such ns lias been shown
to exist largely in river water, may
therefore not only be harmless but
positively beneficial,and save something
on a man’s board. Chemists who have
been presenting a startlingarray of figures showing the large amount of organic
substance in the water, should now
analyze the solid matter and ascertain
the relative quantityof nutriment there
is. It may be that the river is one vast
storehouse of groceries and provisions.

.

For bums: Lime

UlElt

rolling stone gathers no' moss.

It is foolish to lay

1.

remedy must prove a blessing.

toil.

Sloth, like rust, consumes faster than
labor wears.

I ----|

debt

in

:

the

MOIL

A thorough practical education can be had
Glasgow in the soring of 1854 ; 480 lives at H. B. Bryant's Chicago BusinessCollege and
EnglishTraining School. Write for circulars.
were lost. The Pacific was never heard
from after Jan. 23, 1856, when she left
Correct your habit* of crooked walkingby
Liverpool ; 200 lives lost. The Tempest using Lyon's Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners.
was never heard from after she left New

^
la

On md30 Dm’

i

w.

all

Triil

oar KUotio-VolUl* R»lu and othn
SUotrio Appln.no** upon Ulal for ID dny. to tl>OM
will

Pei’aSalllamfatriCoJlifli..

tfflcud with A«r*o«« DtbiUty and dir+OAtt cf
mt
«*<'( •'olur*. i too of the Lim, Kldn*y*.Kh*amatMt
PandraU, A*. A tun curt auaraxUtH or a* mao.
TwUate
HmraOmU. II I *k.

i

tom

World. It I* ebeototely par*. It
Purpose*.~ftls the beat for Baki*0.
Family Ueaa. Bold by all DrufftoU and UreeeA-

the b**t.ln the

and

$5.00 PER DAY Made Selling Our IN«.

Bolt

York on Feb. 26, 1857. The Connaught
AMnm
PLATFORM FAMILY SCALE.
burned off the coast of Massachusetts
Weighs accuratelyup to SA lire. Ita
Oct. 7, 1860. The United Kingdom leit
handsomeappearance sells It at sight.
Deafness, Ear Diseases, Catari
Retail price, fl JO. Other Family Kcatoa
New York April 17, 1869 ; was never
weighing26 lbs. cost $6MI. A Krgialiar
Dr.
f’.
E.
N
WORM
AKER,
the
wall-known
ozp*.
A Lady’s Wish.
heard from ; eighty lives lost. The City
FOR AGENTS.
riHiced Aural Surfteon.Author, and Writer on the
atMirc DleeaMM, may In- con.ulled by mall or penonalir
" Oh, how I do wish my Hkin was as clear and of Boston left New York Jan. 25, 1870,
F.icluilv* territorygiven free. Tennaacdat hi* office, Xo. «t!S Wulnut Hf., Itrudlnir, I»i».
rapid
sales
surprise
old Agents.
oft an yours," said a lady to her friend. “ You and was never afterward heard from
HI* .mail book rent fro*. Hia lanre and comploto work
DOMEftTIC CAM’. CO.,
can easily make it so," answered the friend.
of
:S7.» page* on Doafnew. Dlwi.a*-. of thu Ear and
about 160 lives lost. The Hil>ernia
No. 1» W. Fifth Ht.. Cincinnati. 0.
Ton.il*, and Catarrh,and thalr proper treatment ; prica
“How?" inquired the first lady. “By using
•*liy mail.
Hop Bitters, that makes pure, rich blood and foundered off the Irish coast Nov. 29,
NOTH.— Noon* will queaUon Dr. Shoemaker'. .Und
ing or .kill.
blooming health. It did it for me. as you ob- 1868, but was heard from. The Caroliserve.’’ Read of it.— Cairo Bulletin.
na was wrecked on the Irish coast Nov.
a
29, 1868, and fifty lives lost. The Ison
IF
Was There a Glacial Man in America! malia left New York Sept 29, 1873, and
is yet unheard of. The 8t George was
But was there any Glacial man in destroyedby tire at sea Dec. 24, 1852.—
One Dollar a Year.
TUE CHICAGO LEDGES
America? To this question the answer New York Dispatch.
will be sent to any address,pretogn
is distinct, though given with the reserve
piid.at the pnoe* named above. BogA
And really want to b« cured, Juat name thla paper and
in v»ur names. Address
aend IGcont*to Dr. C. R. Syko., Iffi*Kaat Mndiaon »t_
which the subject justifies. For the
TUE LEDGES, Chicago, IS
An VmllHiia SporfBinan’N Experience.
Chicago,111., for "The True Theorr of Catarrh and full
best that is known, we are chiefly inInformationof a Sure Cura." Tnouaanda of paraonr
[From the Valparaiso(Ind.) Messenger.]
edit* " Unltfd Irishman,”N. York. )jyear|l. hara be«*n cured In the laat ton year* by hi. plan.
debted to Dr. C. C. Abbott, who was the
One of the finest kennels in this country,
first to call attention to the stone implements found in the glacial depositsof
Th« Great Remedy For THI LIVER *
'
THE BOWELS, and the EIDNE YE.
the Delaware valley. These implements
ach, formerly t].U) to |1 .25 each
"f Valparaiso, Indiana. He says: " Wc
These great organa are the Natural cleaneereof
are chiefly of argeflite,though examples use St. Jacobs Oil in our family in prefer- !
tbe bvatein.If they work well, healthwill beperLife of RobertRuma. III. Iaqfeet, If they l-ecomedogtred,
dreadful dlaearee are
artine’a life of Mary Queen of Hcote. IV. Thoe. Hugh
Hughee*
of flint occur at higher levels. They ence to all other liniments; 1 have also tried
developed because tbe blood I* poisoned with the
Minllneee
each, formerly fliO
(£70 » week. Ill *d*y at home bmIIj made. Conti/
humors that should have been expelled naturally.
•
•rf'.11.
have been found at the bluffs near Tren- it in my kennel with wonderful results.”
of Cbrlat.
fc OatSt tree. Addreaa Truk A Co, Aniutta.M*.
KIDNEY-WORT
reatore the natural action,
nfLl^^PvXr® WakeLl^ m.'Baron and
ton, both in positionwhere deposited
throw off the din- are. Thou Mind have been
Munchausen*. Travel, and Surprising Adventure*. For
cured, and all may be. Formle byallGmpgtota
$1
HIXl'KNTtft Runyan’s rilgrWa Progre#*. Illustrated
and among the debris at the base. Dr.
Two Eccentric Men.
atalogu* sent free. AMERICAN ROOK EXCHANGE,
Abbott says: “Perhaps it is a wise
obn B. Aldan. Manager, Tribune Building,New York
* week In your own town. Term, and |5 Outfit
As a Griswold street lawyer had just &CC
AGEX'TB! AGENTS! AGENT*!
caution that is exercised, in but proviswUO free. Addre*. H. UaLUTT A Co, Portland, Ma.
llnlr Dvr is the SAFEST
vnd BEST
act* Inatantaionally admitting the great antiquity of finished Licking up a sign of “Shut this
(•touslr producingthemoat
WAGES, anmmer and winter. Sample* free.
American man, but were these rude "im- door ” where he thought it would do the "DIG
natural shadea of Black or
±J NationalCopying Co.,8U0 West Madiaon Chicago
Brown doea NOT STAIN MAN »*HOTF.» A
plements not attributed to an inter-glacial most g<x>d an oldish man, having a sour'theSKIN,
and l.eaally apTHE BK.ST AND
ish expression on his face, came up
YEAR and aipenaee to
people, their co-equal ago with containing
DlGTinnONCl'll*!
ItlaaiUndardprepFUNNIEST OF ALL.
agent*. Outfit Free. AddretaP.
IliO I Al/UlMI Oaration.and a favorite on
stairs.
The
instant
be
saw
the sign he
O.
VICKERY.
Augu.ta,
Main*.
beds would never have been questioned.”
'
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CATARRH

KIDIMEY-WORT
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LITERARY REVOLUTION
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.
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On this point the curator of the Peabody
Museum at Cambridge observed, in his
tenth annual report: “ Dr. Abbott has

probably obtained data which show that
man existed on our Atlantic coast, during
the time of, if not prior to, the formation
of the great gravel deposit which extends
toward the coastfrom the Delaware River,
near Trenton, and believed to have been
formed by glacial action. From a visit
to the localitywith Dr. Abbott, I see no
reason to doubt the general conclusion
he has reached in regard to the existence
of man in glacial times on the Atlantic
coast of North America.”—/?.F. DcCoda in Popular Science Monthly.

said:
“ All bosh, sir— all bosk I never pay
any attention to such signs. ”

“But

other people do,” replied the

:

$7775

tric

J

JOSUH ALLEITS WIFE
NEW BOOK.

;

|

~

MEN£100
VUUnO

VnilNR

Telegraphyend earn £ IO to
IHCll
a month. Krery graduate
guaranteed a paring *!t nation. Addreaa
VALENTINE BROS., Manager*, JannaTllle, Wia.

well-appointed
toilet
Lady oruentleman.Sold
by Druggist*and applied
by Halr-Drvaaere.Depot,
3 William St.. New York.
. N. CRITTENTON,
Agt.

.

every

'

for

Morphine

lawyer,
“

; It

,

Let ’em do so then. I am just eccenenough to leave your door open when

OPIUM

Ilnhlt Cnred In 10
to 20 dn.re- No pay till CnrfKl.
Du. J. Si jci'ulns,Lebanon,Ohio.

‘My

Wayward Pardner.”

AGKNTH WANTED In every Town.

Don't mlae tt. bwl
send for Circular at once, and aecue territory. Adabene

U. N. IIINClALLi, Chicago, IU.

PETROLEUM

JELLY.

Grand Medal
Phliadelp'to
Exposition.

go out.”
Poultry, Gntuc,
Pure, etc.
And so he did. He walked once or
102 Park Place, N.Y.
twice around the room, made a few inquiries, and left the door wide open, ns
ho walked out. Wien be bad reached Ucnlars. E. C. HOUGHTON, 5 Howard St., New Ybrk.
the street a boy overtook him and asked
db
him to return to the room on important
Receiver* of POULTRY nnd GAIVE.
business. He climbed up stairs, and the
Thirty rear* In Washington Market. N. Y.
lawyer asked him:
“ Did you leave your gold-headedcane
helper*in »e)f or rbiM irndructiun In Astronomy. Furhere?”
ntohed by HENRY WHITALL. Phillipsburg. N. J.,or
A Minnesota Story.
“No, sir— here it is,” replied the J.
H. NICHOLS, Easton,Pa. Send stamp for circular*.
One awful cold night— colder than two caller, as he held it up.
Present mailed fro* to
“Ah! so it is. I was just eccentric
of the coldest nights consolidated—a
all who send name and
address to O. I* MIDhunter named Hosking built an extra enough to think that this stove-poker w as
DLKTON, FUtboah,
big fire in his log cabin to keep warm, your gold-headed caue. All right— no
Kings Co., N.Y.
an’ he kept a-pihng on the wood until barm done— good by!”
Agents wanted everywhere
When the stranger went down stairs
the shanty was all ablaze, and when a
to soil to families,uolel* and
— ---- ---- 'slarge cinsuwei* ; L rgeat
Gew persons livin’ round there saw the he left the prints of his heels on every stock
in tbe country cunllty and torms the •"t. O.nn
Ugkt, an’ run to his assistance, they saw step.— Detroit Fixe Press.
ato-ckeepnr*
shonld call or write THH WF.I.M TEA
COMPANY, 501 Fulton ft.. N. Y. P.O. Hov 4M.
Hosking a-settin’in the midst of the
flames a-shiverin’ and a-rubbin’of his
Bad habits are easily contracted*;so ore
hands os though he couldn’t get warm; Colds, and both are very hard to got rid of. Tho
I

flUverUnAl
at Parle

VASELINE

at

wonderful substance to aeknowledged by
elans throughout tbe world to be the beet
severedfor toe car* of Wounds, urns,
tie"*, tokln Diseases.
Diseases Plies, Catarrh,
•lain
ilalae.dkc.In order that everyone may try It, tt to
nt up to If and » sent bottle*for honeehold earn
Obtain It from year druggist, and yen will And it setiaf
to anythingroe have ever need.
.Thla
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SAPONIFIER
Representing the choicest-selected
TortoiseShell and Amber. The lightest,handsomest,
and strongestknown. Hold bv Opticiansana
Jewelers. Made by the SPENCER OPTICAL
M’FG CO., 13 Maiden Lane, New York.

for

* Original M Concentrated Lye and
loop Maker. Directionsaccompany
making Hard,' floft and Toilet Noag

rm
Penn’a

•"

Salt tf annfact’ng Co.,

Phfla.

lEIDTIRIL

PURE TEAS.
-

;

are quickly and surely cured by Dr. Bull’s
and when the shanty was all burned to Colds
Cough Byrup.
ashes they found him in the ruins a-setting on a big hickory log, frozen to death.
A dog in the Ninth Ward mistook a
—Minnesota'sEli Perkins.

skunk for

a cat, aud gave chose. The
skunk stood at bay and gave the dog a
The Grandest Canyon in Colorado.
practical lecture upon manners. The dog
The grand canyon of the Gunnison, was so mortified at his mistake that he
wliich begins only a short distancefrom crawled under a barn floor and died.
toyru, id e<piiU in grandeur and wildness —Kingston Freeman. _____
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TIQUETTEi BUSINESS

R^- it V.S. M liirrut s,ir»
* i :np rtu sclcndeecri'iti^n-if every jut of tb- gregt u id nnd silver
Tillsla the ch-speet and only complete end rellabto
field*. Tho p.-.-rion* atVfi : utv
they find it, how they
wori on Rtlgnotte and BusineMand Social F»rm«. It
find It, how th»y mine l‘ V.'S tmg adretitores of ulld
tellij how to perform all th" T&riout dull'* of lifo,
Camp Life. Stream*fUled c !h Kish. Forestsfilled bow to appear to the best ndrantogeon aD occasions.
with Gnme. ^Iunntninv filled v th .Silver and. Gold. For
A g e n a Wanted.— Send fiir clrcnlnr* containinga
Circulars and Njicot •) »•-.
rm*.
I full descriiAlon of the work and extra terms to Agents,
HUBBARD BROS., Chicago III
Addrcu NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO„ Chicago,HI
title
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DR, MAROHIsrS

cA^oi^a

wtU

poettlvely ears Female Weakneas, each ee FaBtog
ef the Utenu, Lencorrfaoea. Chronlo Inflnmrratteacm
Ulcerationof tb* Uteres, IncidentalHemorrhageam
Flooding,Painful, Suppressedand Irregular Menetoam
Utm. Ae. An old sad reliable remedy. Bend paetod
card far a pamphlet,with tnatment, curse and isitoR
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TOCNG MAH OH OLD,
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HEN WRITING TO ADTERTlMEIUk
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•ease nay you saw the advertiseoaaato
paper.

IB

CHRISTMAS

liwue^’ Column.
A Joke on

HVLOnSTEY S-A-VED!

PRESENTS.

a Horse.

One of the commission liouses on
Woodbridge

Pianos & Organs

has a horse which was

street

who

the terror of every pedestrian

got

head. The

ani-

mal has teeth like a shark, and up

to a

within three feet of

his

tew days ago he’d bite everything within

teach except a pile of grindstones.
Whipping had no effect, and he would

lieinggeneralagent for Ottawa, Allegan, Muskegon and Kent counties, I can sell at wholesale
uh well aa at retail the celebrated

Mm

CHIME,

Wishing to reduce my stock,

HAZLETON AND

DRY

GOBLER’S PIANOS

get rid of muzzles as fast as they were put

on. The firm had paid out considerable
—ALSO—
money to settle for his bites, and was
wondering what they could sell him for, Wilco: 1 Wilts, Western Cottage, Smith's
when along came a man who guarantied a
American and Eetej Organs,
cure for $5. He was told to go to work,
and his first movp was to get an old suit
My Stores are to be found at
of clothes and stuff it with straw. The
horse was driven down the street, and the
HOLLAND, GRAND RAPIDS & COOPERSVILLE,
suit was tied to a hitchingpost, back to
the street. A full pound of Cayenne
My store in Holland #111 be found next door to
pepper was then rubbed into and Bosnian’sClothingstore, and ban just been resprinkled over the garments and the straw

I offer for sale

the next 30 days

HATS

GOODS, BOOTS and SHOES,

HEADY MADE CLOTHING

and CAPS,

at groat bargains.

All those goods were purchased before the rise, and
can be sold Yery cheap.

plenished with choice instruments, which I offer
to sell, just as cheap -as any Music House lu

America.
and the joke was ready.
The horse came jogging hack, and the

stuffing,

driver left him standing within six feet of
the

man

had

of straw. The old biter’s eyes

twinkle as he saw

a

a fine

chance

THE STOCK

Come & Seethe Instruments
G.

to

Holland, Dec. 10,

use his teeth, and as soon as left alone he

began edging toward the post. When
ready for business he made a sudden
lunge and caught the “man” by the

IS COZMELETE.

RANKINS.

1880.

44-6m

CALL AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.

SAWING MADE EASYA boy 10 year* old can saw off •
3-foot log Id two minutes,

shoulder. That old horse meant wickedness, but

he had a

him. Ashe

lifted the figure off its tcet

aud gave it

shake

a

down

and

fell apart,

it

mouth, nose and eyes were
smarting

H^RRIDSTCxTOnsr

surprise in store for

E- J-

his

HOLLAHE,

filled with the

powder. Great tears

rolled

his long nose, he sneezed and

snorted,

and coughed, and

he was just as

chagrined at the general laugh ou him

Our new portableMonarch Lightning Sawing
other*. •30 cash will be given
to two men who can uw a* /ast and taiy in the old
way, a* one boy 16 year* old can with thi* machine
Warranted.Circular* *ent Free. Agents wanted

Machine rival* all

as

a man would have been. He backed
away from the remnants, opened his
mouth to cool it, and hung his head in
ahame. He did not cease weeping for a
day, but when he got so that he could
look the public square in the face he was
a changed horse. Anybody cau pull his

VONASCB LiQHTHntt CAW CO.,
x6j RandolphSt., Chicago, 111.
41-13

J.

NEW

THE

IN

GROCERY
—
— — AND'—*

Yan Landegend DRY GOODS STORE

Copper. Tin and Sheet Iron worker; plumber
and nteam titter;dues all kind* of sheet metal
fact, he courts caresses where he defied work to order, or n-palring. Also driven Wells
them, and on the approach of a stranger put down, and old pumps repaired.Stoves re
pain d and put up, etc . etc. Inquire at the Hardwill shut his eyes and mouth as if fearful ware store of J. K. Kleyn, Holland, Mich. 35-tf

ears or rub his nose with Impunity. In

of another dose. — Detroit Free Press.
IK. II.

REST.

R. D.

J0SL1N,

C.

STEKETEE

&

BOS,

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now he found, not alone a complete stock
of Groceries,-always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce,Provisions,

art of

breedingmay be summed up

In the one word, selection,or

pressed in the

common

it

may

JOSLIN

k

Av£s* J A

Which we intend to keep as

To

breeding— “always select the host.”

ble

embracing all the

latest

complete as pos«i-

Crockery, Stooe & Glassware.

of the qualities sought,

and the

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

quickest

and best method by which such ends may

He must

be reached.

of

C STEKETEE & BOS.

necessarily be keen

sight to observe the

Holland, Sept. 30th. 1880.

good and bad

tftAPftA MONTH!

V V|%|| 75lint8.llinir

been brought about. His judgment must

be of the best to suggest remedies

.A.1TD DE3

for

valuable characteristics, “lie will prove

A.LEE-3

I

0U vU

IT

Watches, Solid Gold
and Plated Jewelry.

Clocks,

sheep has been so successful, once

when asked what

in

own

three hundred.’’ This

of the

care, skill,

is

in

but an instance

may

judgment, and, we

Repairing neatly and promptly done, and war*
ranted.
We invite all our old Colony friends,who happen
to visit (irand Rapids, and all our old and new
friends in and around the city of Grand Rapids, to
call at our new place of business, and examine
onr stock. We shall be happy to see them at any
time.

add, present sacrifice exercised by the true

breeder. We have said that in profitable
breeding the selection must

dis-

The

first

tinct and well defined purpose.

NO. 43
(i

bo for a

Grand

principle in slock breeding was the selection of an.mals adapted to the circutnstances of the given farm, its size, quality

ui

Rapids, Dec.

Biyrn

on hard fare and a poor
would do better on moderate land

period of time

10,000 nrsHELs

bits errs, 0f wMrh I

Wm.
Ammcan

C.

respectfully return thanks to
their liberal patronage

pre

pared to furnish all kinds of fruit and or-

namental trees, sitruns, vines,

IheWorlritaiam-

LIME.
A

in

any

Pure Bene Fertilizer.

to name; and in order that all

may have

a cltance to purchase, I will call in

and

see

you during the winter.

Osage Orange Hedge Plants

person
I

make

a specialty.

Respectfully,

Holland, Dec.

8,

Gko. H. Souter.
44-3w

Street,

Itself a

M

same

buggy wheel.

as a

G. S.

DEANE & SON.

14,1880. 3fi-3m

Champion Grain

the election of

officers for the ensuing year,

and

for the

transaction of such other business as

come

may

before said meeting.

0. A. DUTTON, Pres.
Isaac Maksiuk, Sec.
Holland, Dec. 14, 1880.
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M.,ofhirti DefcetlveMrB-ry, 1«.
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'KrUcxl AiTlc*,’ Lecture ca Kaakoei A Wcmiahooi, 10a.
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I
^'re#
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ABwe

not
0
tnrrdetcr.bcdbook.,met.
^^^Xme^imlTii|iPr53C p»T**. and of«MM
u

illuitniion*.The combinedtnlume
p«itli*eiythe me«t
popular Medical Book |.ubli»hed.The tui.ocrn »«
enced phy.ir.aoof many jean pr,clife (a. .* J*1'

no
positive cure for Spurmatorrhcea, Seminal
Weakness. Impoteney, and all diseases resulting
from Self-Abuse, as Mental Anxiety, Loss ol Memory. Fains in

Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors,

DISPENSARY

BMTTR-

caje.,ana ei.eaae.
from Impure *eiual nwoemtien*. Mlf-abuw m »e«o»l weewea.
I atientaireatedby mail and cipree*.Where pMiible, per-

It is a

BEFORE.

Hack or Side
and diseases
that lead to

10

AFTER.

tnrwi

Consumpt’n
Insanity and

an

is

being
i

t

J

tn. -ay. vh.,
net
uat o( the tewed y u aiuudedwuh oejwn « ioa-aveewwc^
aM
Uierfer* wl-h th* ertuary P«rwj.lj i4 We. t»*
jlMd lb* IM* la very »tMr. mm*. a»A U.iwwa ye.D»«^»d
h 0* covcmm *twu, ihw perprevow. Pr»rt«l cbMevauuocmum m

early

fi

^

Meknos.

Tolford,
have for sale and keep on hand

a

Goodrich & Co.

Indian.,April llth,

W.-T*'

Rad epilepeyfrom weikneH.far enM yean pmC
Chlrage. An*.
»m thornughly curHand feel Up
(gp. -/^ysuogmanJ^h^rountrjjyettjy^beltir.

U.

large*

Manufacturersof

Mlaianri Sent. IA

lffT9—

I

melted an much bmellt tha

of^m remedm that I wait » ItJ U.em m aanlbercairn
V:.±rXLLT.'Zl'. and will » red rnneOiia, eery *tro^

S:0:A:P:S

1TAXLS,
TOOLS, GLASS, &c.
—

And

a

large variety of

—

For Heatingaud Cooking purposes.

HoM-AHn, Sept.

C.

MELIS.

4,1880.

Salt Rheum, Scald-head, Rliiff-woriii,
Ulcers, Sores, Rheumatism, Mercurial
Disease, NeuralRia, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Jaundice,
Affections of the Liver, Dyspcpshb
Emaciation,and General Debility.
By its searching and cleansing qualities
it purges out the foul corruptions which
contaminatethe blood ami cause derangement ami decay. It stimulatesaud enlivens
the vital functions, promotes energy ami
strength,restores mid preserves health, and
infuses new life and vigor throughoutthe
whole system. No suffererfrom any disease which arises from impurity of the
blood need despair who will give Aver s
Sarsaparilla a fair trial.
It is folly to experimentwith the numerous low-priced mixtures, of cheap materials,
and without medicinal virtues, offered as
blood-purifiers, while disease becomes more
firmly seated. Ayer’s Sarsaparilla is a
medicine of such concentratedcurative
power, that it is by far the best, cheapest,
and most reliable blood-purifierknown.
Physicians know its composition, and prescribe it. It has been widely used for tony
years, and has won the unqualified eouuilenoe of millions whom it has benefiteu.

Prepared by Dr.

J. C.

Ayer & Co.,
ChemUtt,

Practical and Analytical

AND

Baking Powders

wr

low*, Ort. Wth. ir».-l am almoet eurpriaedat
Faetitle*.Thee kav. worked like a (harm oa me. 1 am jurt
twice a* much of a me. *• I wae before taking. I waaonlh.
rrrrt .f the r*»«. • thought,and tber. wa» M car. tor m.,
kul .ow 1 am

in

Lowell, Mass.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE.

*

$5.00

REWARD^

And Wholesale Dealers In SPICES,

STOVES
Wm.

Is a rotnpnund of the virtues of sarsaparilla, stillingia. inaiiflraLe, yellow «lock, with
the iodide of potash and iron, all powerful
1i!m< id-making, hlood-eleansing,
and life-sustaining elements. It is the purest, safest,
and most effectual alterative medicine
known or availableto the public. The sciences of medicine and chemistry have never
produced so valuable a remedy, nor one so
potent to cure all diseases resulting from
impure blood. It cures Scrofula and

all scrofulous diseases, Erysipelas,
Rose, or St. Anthony’s Fire, Filnples
and Face-grubs,Pustules, Blotches,

Drill

Visscher, Esq., in the City of Holland on

Friday the 24th day of December, 1880, at

large,new and complete Guide to
'"fk- com* mug, with m*oy olher*,lh« fo]
lowing chapter* ; A Compctenl W nmtnhood.
jflrctinnof Wife, Temperament*. compatible
ml ii.uumiuuble,Slrr.iiiyin Women. e»u*e »od
AJtice to iif.degroom,
AJuce to Hu*Und»,Advice to Wive*,
1 roititutien. it* c.u»e.. Celibacy and Mil'ju.orv cnmp.reL

YVVr/A

NERVOUS^SUFFEREHS.

TO

get full particulars.
Price, Specific,$1 per package, or six packages
for Aj. Address all orders to
J. B. SIMPSON MEDICINE CO.,
I invite the farmers attention to the fact that
Nos. 104 and 106 Main St.. Buffalo.N.Y.
with this machine you can drill in wheat, rye, barSold in Holland by D. K.
61-ly.
ley, oats, corn, beaus, peatc, etc., and at the same
time sow your fertilizer,thus saving a vast amount
of labor.

The’ Annual meeting of the Holland
ciation will be held at the office of A.

Lonimunieatinn*ttncllyconfldeiitial,and ihnuld he »d i-rued
DR. ULTT8.
North 8th fiL, fiu Loula, Mo.

wonderfulsuccess.
Pampheltssent free to oil. Write for them and

Association.

Colony Farmers and Fruit Growers Asso-

FREE

i*
nod invitof queiiioe*
to be iniwered by patieuu Ja*iriogtreatm-nt mailed free
re to
w any addre**
auurc» on application.
^l rrwon.•affrrlnjr from Kuptur. .hould tend their nddrem,^

ed. Lid

G. S. Deane A Co’s Steel Flow, is one of the
best and most popularplows In the market. This
plow hag two kinds of pointers,also Steel
Coulters.

used w

Being Sole Agent in this city for the

1880.

P. M. For

HEROLD

1880.

Irtnarr Trouble, and SyphlllU. or lereurial affection, of th.
throat,ikta or bone* treatedwith meet!, on jcirntiBcpri»dplea, withoutuung Meijpry or other Pouonoui Mediciaea.
v e"\ 1 N f*
P N Yn4 thole of middle age who are iuf.
T ^
lenug from the effect, of Spermatorrhea or Seminal Wcakont, tha rr»ull of Mlf ibuM to youth
or eicen In matured year,, are permanently cured.TM* dlaeaar produce*wme of the followingeffect*— emiaaion*.
blntchet,
dizrinru, ner*ou»ne*a,dunne** of eight,cough, indigettion,
conttipalinn.
detpondeney, coofuainnof ide>*. arenion to ioeietr.defectivememory, »r*ual eihaualion,impoteney or Iota

uMrn-d

Holland Farmers and Fruit (towers

o’clock

1,

Cen.ucH iluJe^C.n»oe»eX love
’L ‘uWlIISamlld
n **«, vi-oe,^ a.pr»l»,>i<».S
»*W Uh »»«AAetv^Ue^y^rt»««_*» «
h . re* lTe»l r |ht* of
ete . Inetudinj I>I*»mmP”"

benefactorto farmers clue

stock of

2

E.

Holland, Mich.. Sept.

US.

IK

SpeciflcMedi

Which has proved

I

.

CALL AND SEE

V,r/ A

grave. Thu

on light soils.

quantity. Everythingfirst-class,and true

Foundry and Works, Mill

Specific Medicine.

like

etc.,

wise usage oiange hedge plants,

-:o:

1 tution are regulargraduate!to madicioe and lurgery. Yean
of Eiperlmr*in th. Ireatmeut of Chronle l)U«a»e.hare mado
theirikill and ability to much i.portorto that of the ordinary
practitioner,
that they bar. acquired a natwaal reputaUoa
through their treatmentof complicatedcue t.

Tit Great Eoropeat Eeieiy-Dr. J. B. Simpson's

in the past, and would announce to them,

am

Office at the

IELIS

Superphosphate of

Card.

and the public in general, that I

lES

AND MACHINERY.

Grahi) Rapids, Oct.

You will find the

my customers for

A Complete a-Burtmentof Children’* and InfantB
tfhoca f«»r fall and winter, and a full line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman'swear.

_

KT. LOU 18, MO.

IriatliiheilSl? 12 H. 8ti Btmt, R. LCUI3,KO.
mUE Phyilclaniin charg. of thii old and well known inrtl.

Deane's new patent Guage wheel for plow* and
cultivators is a novelty. One of this kind of
wheels will last longer than six of any kind now in
use. It keeps dirt from the axle, and can he oiled

OF

Agriculturist.

A

fit.,

DR, BUTTS’

43-ly

Hardware Store

as they do not thrive well if transplanted

would

1880.

AT THE

keeping. Animals are much like plants,

I

1,

AN

than those that had the highest kinds of

soil.—

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

ELECTRO-FARADICBELT CO.,

Grand Rapids Michigan.

ff
I £Uni,A*®ucllc)'eFdeOintm«nt,V,'ajT.-:.U-'.to
cur. Ptl.a. Addrenwith itauip, Dr. J.N. Table r, SL I.ouia, Mo.

breeds of animals that had lived for a long

from a rich to a poor

HEROLD,

f-

IMPLEMENTS

PEARL STREET,

rand Rapids, Mich.

of food etc. The ancients knesv that the

soil,

--

Initroctl-.oi for lei treatmentby Electrielty for Rheumatitm.
Neuralgia, Epilepiy, Pinlynt,Dyep«paia. and all Nertoua
and Chrooie affectiou. An illuitrated book of over eixty largo
page* Mat fret on receiptof 3 cent damp. Addrem

ACHIOULI
VIRAL

said,

one

at

of

oms of Elootricity.
But Four* ox
ELECTRIC BEITS A BATTERIES.

A3WT3 WANTED!

trtlrlf* In

Just received

Xedie&l

Manufactorersof and Dealers In

proportion of the rams

flock, answered, “Not

E.

LECTRICliy
Cam DUea*.
la Ik*

piefr~.Ad.JAY BRONSON, Pwoi:. Mich

All Kinds of Spectacles.

bred by himself he would willingly use
in his

--

Frt*.

G. S. Deane & Son,

can select with the most correctjudgment.”

Euward Hammond— whose breeding

fit.

.

who

himself the most successful breeder

__

—

BOOTS & SHOES

CbemltU, tth k H.rtrt Sth,

LouU, Me.
troubled with Leucorrlirt
(Floor
Albui
or
White*)
tbould Mod lor
a
Prof. HurrU’ Pamphlet (lUuitntcd

tlulES
LADIES

1

defects,and new methods for bringing out

uf

OF

.

INDISCRETIONorEXPPAURE

points,and the causes by which they have

STOCK

—

P»U.»t.UuH
fully detenbed with Kientlfto
mod*
of care. Prof. Htrru' lll.ttmcd
pamphlet tent free on tpplicalioa.
HARRIS REUKDY CO.,

812 A 314 ChMtBBt

The

of Not.* OulUo.
llluoirtirl. UborW

hr Plaui) firingdetcriptlooof hi* Hemedy, and ibowioc ila «t>phratioe.The pamphletit valuable to any lady la delw
cate health, heicga thoroughlypractical treatiar on tl.ii L-pue,
B..t
HARRIS REMEDY COw tT. LOBit,MR,

and best made fabrics.

successful breeder must have a clear idea

'«m

CO

PILES

be able to tell the best is the most difficult
point in the breedingof farm stock.

.W/%\TEn ^

---------

DRY GOODS

be ex-

A Large and Fine

Futnt.

ETZEW

AI*o a very large and assorted stock of

rule of good

Beil and

III.

Ktc., Etc.

BEST,

&,

for tf>.

AGENTS
---- - w* Selling Pielon.l Rnoki end liiblei.Price.
n
reduced
reduced 33
33 pe
per ct. N.tionil Publlih1*Co., Ch.c**o.

Selection of Breeding Stock.

The

WANTED

l

IMICEL

30-tf

WOODEN WARE,

22 South Division
GRAND RAPIDS

From a Phyrirtanond

St.

MICH.

Derrick’s Baking Powder is the most popular
article used at present. If yon have not tried it,
then go and ask-your grocer for
MHim.

It.

T 08T—

will ito>l yoa all

etc.

fiorjeow.

^

MI‘*ouri.June 26th laTk.-heia. forward me

ai o-,ce anotsef

m

bo. of If la.tille*.
The pKimt « *^">1
rnr boi. in add.noo to a *amr e bo*, U fart rK®veria|, aud
M.-ihcrwilUrtjMmjij^riiL^^ ^

ti.,Bk

—

I

ray spotted hound, about six months old;
his care are brown, and yellow sp< t< over the
eve; one hrludte spot on the hip and on the side.
Ills general appearanre is spotted gray; smoothhaired; answers to the name of Ctcsar Any
body who will retorn the above mentioned dog to
,1,. undesigned .111 receive !MJMu

cwh^

Holland, Dec.

6,

1880.
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